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Holland City N e ws.
VOL. XIII.— NO. 19. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JUNE 14, 1884. WHOLE NO. 639.
®be goltantl Sitjj gems.
YfEENGB, D. R., Drni? Store. Pine Draw, Med-
ifl Iclnee, Fancy Goode, Toilet Articles and
Pqrfumerice. River street.
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
* OFFICE : No. 52 EIGHTH STREET.
WILLIAM IT ROGERS.
^ Editor and Publisher.
Medi-YTAN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer In Drugs
V clnes.Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietorof Dr.
W. VahDek BBBo’sFamily Medicines; River St.
Additional ^ oeal
. Terms of Snbsoriptloiii
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
paid at six months.
JOB PRINTING Promptly an! Neatly Eiecutei
TERMS OP ADVERTISING:
One square of ton lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents for
first insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent
insertion for any period under three mouths.
3 a. 6 M. 1 1 T.
1 Square ................. 850 500 8 002 “ .................. 5 00 8 00 10 003 “ ................ 8 00 10 00 17 00
Column ................ 10 00 17 00 25 00X “ ..................17 00 25 00 40 90A “ ................. 25 00 40 00 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
Changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
dnes,t2.00 per annum.
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitont charge for subscribers,
ertisiiEP" All adve ing bills collectable quarterly.
gail goads.
Chicago A Wort Michigan Bailway.
Tabng Effect, Sunday, May 18, 1884.
From Holland From Chicago
to Chicago. to Holland.
Ni't
Exp. Exp.
Mall. TOWNS. Mail.Exp.
Ni’t
Exp.
p.m. a. m. p.m. p. m.
10 06
a.m.
ieto5 J10 10 15 ....Holland ..... 2 55 4 50
Tioso 10 35 East Saugatuck
.New Richmond.
2 45 4 28
10 40 10 45 2 45 9 42 4 18
11 32 2 05 11 30 ..Gd. Junction.. 205 907 830
.11 55 2 17 11 50 . ...Bangor. ...
.Benton Harbor.
2 37 8 55 8 10
1 25 8 00 1 05 12 40 8 00 1 55
1 50 3 10 1 15 . .8t. Joseph...
..New Buffalo..
12 9) 7 55 1 50
3 15 4 20 2 30 11 80 7 18 12 45
780 6 50 5 2ft ....Chicago ..... 8 55 3 40 9 55
a.m. p.m p.m. a.m.lp.m.lp.m.
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
From Holla
Grand Ra]
ndto
)idn.
From Grd. Rapids
te Holland.
P.®; P;®- a.m. a.m. p. m. p.m.
19 05 300 t5 00
. . . . Holland ..... 10 10 1 15 9 50
. . . • • 8 12 5 13 ....Zeeland ..... 10 02 9 40
3 30 5 35 ..Hudsonville... 9 45 9 15
8 43 5 50 ....Grandville...9 32 8 55
10 45 4 00 6 10 ..Grand Rapids.. 9 15 12 25 t8 35
p.m. p.m. a. m. a. m. p.m. p.m.
MUSKEGON BRANCH.
From Hoi land to From Muskceen
Muskegon. to Holland-
P-®; a. m. a. m. p.m. p.m. p.m.
3 00 10 10 t5 2) ....Holland. ... 1 in 8 00 9 40
325 10 30 5 55 ...West Olive... 2 35 9 17
3 85 10 40 6 10 2 27 9 07
400 11 00 6 8ft ..Grand Haven..12 25 2 05 8 50
405 11 08 6 40 ...Ferrysburg...12 2D 2 (JO 8 40
4 40 1) 4ft 7 15 ...Muskegon...11 55 1 25 t8 05
p m. p.m. a.m. p.m. p. m. p. m.
iness.
, Furniture.
Vf EVER, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
ill kinds of Furniture. Curtains, Wall Paper,
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc. : River at.
General Dealeri.
‘IT’ AN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers
V in Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hate
and Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River street.
Bnteli.
/“IITY HOTEL. Williams Bros., Proprietors.\J The only first-class Hotel in the city-. Is
located in the business center of tho town, and has
one of the largest and best sample rooms in the
State. Free bus In connection with the Hotel.
Holland, Mich. 10-ly
r)H(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor.L Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R’y depot,
has good facilities for the traveling public, and its
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda-
tion of gneats. Holland, Micb.
QCOTT HOTEL. W. P. Scott, proprietor.0 This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
Fish sirs. Terms, $1.60 per day. Good accom-
modations can always be relied or. Holland,M ch. 8-ly
LivirriBials sublts.
TJOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
-D and barn on Market street. Everything first-
class.
TTAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
JLL stable. Fine rigs and good horses can al-
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’sHotel. 33-tf
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
iv Ninth street, near Market.
XasufaotorlH, Xllli, hops, Ito.
PAUEL8, VAN PUTTEN A CO., ProprietorsL of Hugger Mill*; ( Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
Y7AN RAALTE, B. dealer in Farm Implements
V and Machinery, cor. Elver and Ninth Street.
Votary Putllci.
OTEGENGA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and0 Notary Pnblic. Conveyancing done at short
notice. Office Zeeland, Michigan. 9-ly
Fhviiolui.
pEST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon, can be
JJ found in his office, cor. River and Eighth
streets in Vanderveen’s Block.
IT REMERS, H., Physician and Surgeon. Resi-
donee on Twelfth street, cor. of Market
street. Office at the drug store of Kremers A
Bangs. Office hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m., and
from 5 to 6 p.m. 50-ly
For Alafcastlne, Whiting and Colors in
oil, go to tho Central Drag Store.
Kremers & Banos.
Fruit Farm for Sale Cheap.
Eighty-seven acres with buildings. 3,000
bearing trees. Beautiful location. Fronts
on Macatawa bay, south side, half way be-
tween City and Park. For price and
terms apply to G. S. HARRINGTON,12-3m Holland, Mich.
A splendid stock of Ladies’ Summer
Wraps and Dolmans at D. BERTSCH’S.
Special bargains to those purchasing with-
n the next two weeks. 18-tf.
CCHIPHORST, L. Physician and Surgeon;O office at the drug store of Schepers & Schip-
horst^ js prepared at all times, day *r night, to
ALLEGAN BRANCH.
From Holland to From Allegan toAllegan. Holland. yATES, o. E., Physician and Surgeon.A at residence on tho corner of River andOffice
p. m.
3 00
a. m.
*8 00 ........ Holland .......
a.m.
10 10
p. m.
1 35
820 8 30 • ..... Fillmore ....... 9 50 1 05
8 3ft 8 50 9 42 12 5C
3 47 930 ...... Dunning ........ 9 80 12 15
4 15 10 10 .Aliegaa ....... 9 05 •11 35
p. m. a.m. a.m. p.m.
Eleventh streets, formerly occupied by the late
Dr. B. Ledeboer. 43-ly.
hf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
• Mixed trains,
t Runs daily, all other trains dally except Sun-
day. All trains run by Detroit time.
PfcttsgTipfctr.
Mixed Trains leave Holland, going north, at
7:50 am, arriving at Grand Rapids at 10:15 a m,
and at 10:05 p m. arriving at Mnskegon at 12:10 a
TTIGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer, Gal-
AA lery opposite this office.
, u
m; also mixed trains leave Holland, going sonth,
at 5 50 am and 8:55 am.
- «•»-
Watches and Jewelry.
Michigan and Ohio Railroad.
Taking EffedAprU 6th, 1884.
13 REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and
A> dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
and Eighth Street.
GOING WIST Cntral Urns GOING FAST
io io
Mix'd Pass. STATIONS Pass. Pass. Mix'd
A. M. P. M. A. M. P. M. P. M.
11 02 5 20 5 05 L.Tolodo.A11 30 5 05 6 50
11 27 7 00 6 03
..Dundee’.. 10 30 4 00 500
11 32 7 54 627
...Britton..10 10 8 85 4 11
11 43
12 00
804
825
6 81
6 41
.Ridgeway.
.Tecmnseh.
10 06
9 57
8 30
3 19
4 02
3 42
12 15 9 00 6 57 ..Tipton...
Cambridge
9 42 3 02 3 10
12 40 9 30 7 10 9 30 2 47 2 47
12 59 10 25 7 33
. Addison.. 90S 2 2! 1 55
1 07 11 05 750 ..Jerome .. 8 51 2 01 1 20
1 19 11 20 7 67 ..Moscow.. 8 44 1 53 1 07
1 30 11 46 8 07 ..Hanover. 8 83 1 41 12 37
1 52 12 10 8 18 ..Pulaski.. 8 22 1 30 12 10
2 22 1 00 8 40 .. Homer.; 8 00 1 06 11 20
234 2 22 909 ..Marshall . 7 32 12 37 10 15
256 2 49 9 22 ...Ccresco. . 7 19 12 25 9 46
320 3 80 9 40 Battle Cr'k 700 12 05 900
329
3 86
4 15
4 33
P. M. A. M. 11 48
11 84
8 12
753
4 16 4 40 ..Richland.. 11 28 7 39
4 27 6 03 ..Montleth. 10 49 6 15
4 83 6^1 ....Fisk..., 10 39 5 55
4 45 6 30 ..Kellogg.. 10 33 5 40
7 00 A Allegan L 10 <20 5 15
r. m. P. M. A. M. A. N.
YITYKHUYSEN, H., dealer in Watches, Clocks
TV Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth am
Cedar streets. Holland Mich. 24-ly.
@ur Patbrtjs.
Produce, Eto.
(Corrected every Friday by E. J. Harrington.)
Apples, 9 bnshel ................. $1 00
Beans, 9 bushel..
Butter, ^  lb ........
W dozen ......
Honey, 91b .........
Onions, fl bushels..
Potatoes, V bnshel..
1 25
13
1
1 60
T
TBE QENERAL SYNOD'S VISIT
HOLLAND.
The Sherwin-Williams prepared palut
iu large and small cans at
Kremeus & Bangs.
NOTICE.
After having completed our repairs aud
changes we are now prepared to furnish
flour to the public that will give entire aat-
sfaction, we guarantee it to be the best
and purest ever put in the market. Every
sack we will warrant, If put up in our own
sacks and branded “Furity, new process
flour, City Mills.”
47lt. BECKER & BEUKEMA.
There is nothing like Dr. Thomas Ec-
ectrlc Oil to quickly cure a cold or relieve
hoarseness. Written by Mrs. M. J.
Fellows, Burr Oak, St. Joseph Co., Mich.
PITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr.
Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits
after first day’s use. Marvelous cures.
Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fits
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 031 Arch 8t
Phila., Pa. 12-ly
If you wish a bargain in Paints, White
Lead, Oils, Varnishes, Paint and White-
wash brushes, call at
Kremers & Bangs.
We guarantee that the bberwin-Wil-
liams Prepared Paint when properly used
will not crack, flake or chalk off, and will
cover more surface, work better, wear
longer and permanently look better, tban
any other paint, including white lead andoil. Kremers & Bangs.
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
Freight and Ticket Agent
Chicago and West Mich.
-eRAILWAY=E-
Sells tickets to all principal points
the United States and Canadas. Money
can be saved by purchasing tickets of me.
Through Bills of Lading issued and rates
given for freights to all points, Call aud
see me before making your journey i
shipments.
WM. BAUMGARTEL,
Agent Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 28, 1883. 42tf
Tbs General Synod of the Reformed
Church iu America, having accepted the
invitation presented to that body by Rev.
Thomas Walker Jones, wht Invited them,
in the name of Hope College and the
churches of this city, to pay the institu-
tien and our city a visit, arrived at ten
o’clock last Saturday morning on a train
on the ubicago & West Mich. R’y. They
were received at the depot by the com-
mittee on Reception consisting of Messrs.
Kanters, I. Cappon, and G. Van
Schelven, and a larg6 number of our citi-
zens. Some 200 persons, delegates and a
few ladies, headed by the officers of Synod
and the committee of arrangements from
Grand Rapids, consisting of Rev. P.
Iloerdyk and Messrs. J. A. 8. Verdier,
Jas. Van der Sluis, Wm. Moerflyke and
Wm. Kotors, then marched by twos down
Eighth street to Fish and down Fish to
finth along the south side of this beauti
ul and shady street to Cedar and from
Cedar to the College Campus. The au-
gust body was taken across the campus
and approached Van Vleck Hall on the
west side, getting a good view of the col
lege buildings. They were then taken to
the beautiful pine grove which lies in the
north-east corner of the campus. Arriv
ng there evsrything was in readiness, the
college faculty and students standing in
line; the procession passed between them
and were then immediately taken posses-
sion of by the floral committee, who pre
sen ted each person with a beautiful but-
tonhole bouquet.
A platform had been erected In the
grove on the back of which were bung
the flags of the Netherlands and of the
United States, and on each side of the
platform stood exquisitely arranged floral
decorations. At the left of this platform
was erected a stage- for the choir. The
seats for the delegates wert constructed in
a se mi-circle, directly in front of tho plat-
form with a place for students of the col-
lege at the right. After the officers of the
Synod, President Scott, members of the
Faculty, ministers of the Classis of Hol-
land, and the committee of arrangements
had taken their places on tho platform
and the delegates had been seated, Rev.
Dr. Ph. Phelps opened with prayer, after
which Hope Church choir, together with
the studeots of the college, sang a song t>
welcome which had been composed for
tho occasion by Rev. Henry E. Dosker, o
Grand Haven. The following are the
verses of the song:
One sound wells up from every lip;
From every tongue docs start
A song of Joy, a song of praise,
A welcome from the heart.
It beams in every glistening eye,
It graces every wall ;
Its echoes tremble in theair-
A ‘•welcome” to you all.
Hope, modest Dope, extends her arms,
And whispers words of love.
Her alms, her tolls, her very life
She freely bids /on prove.
With confidence she meets your gaze,
No terrors on her fall,
As, from her smiling lips, she brings
A ‘‘welcome” to yon all.
©
&
IS
75
40
a week at home.fi5.00 outfit free. Pay ab-
solutely sure. No risk. Capital not re-
quired. Reader, if you want business at
which persons of either se. yonng or old,
can make great pay all the time they work, with
absolute certainty, write for particulars to H. Hal-
lktt A Co., Portland Maine.
We feel the tie, which binds onr hearts,
With mutual, lasting power.
No shadow dims the glorious Joys
Of this blest meeting-hour.
The storm brought peace; the earthquake, rest
Its throes ne more appall.
The loyal West with one accord,
Brings “welcome” to you all.
(tain, Fied, Eto.
(Corrected every Friday by W.H. Beach.)
I '§2
I IS
Corn Meal 9 100 lbs ................ @ i 85
Corn, shelled 9 bushel ............ ® 66
Flour, V brl... ......... ..... .. ..... ©5 25
IP. EC. WILMS,
baa put in bis shop
Fine Corn Meal V 100 9>s
Train Connections.
At Toledo, with all railroads diverging. At Dun-
dee, with T. A. A. A G. T. At Britton, with
Feed,' • • • • • • i
Wabash, 8t Louis A Pacific. At Tecmnseh, with
Lake Shore & Mich. Southern. At Jerome with
L. 8. A M. S. At Hanover with L. 8. A M. 8. At
Homer, with L. 8. A M. 8. (Lansing Division) and
Air Line Division of the Mich. Central. At Mar-
shal], with M. O. R. R. At Battle Creek, with
Chiphgo A Grand Trank and M.C.B.R. At Mon
teitMrlwith Grand Rapids A Indiana. At Allegan,
with Chicago A Wert Mich, and L. 8. A M. 8.
Trains all daily except Sunday.
MldmfeVlOO lb
Oats, V bushel .....
Pearl Bariev, f 100 lb ...............
Rye 9 bush ......................
Timothy Seed, JR bwhel ..........
Wheat, white 9 bushel .............
Red Fultz “ .............
Lancaster Red, V bushel. .. .
8 00
a large, new engine
and holler, and the
latest improved
pump machinery,
and is prepared to
furnish pumps,
drive points, iron
or wooden pipes,
at wholesale or re-
tail, at the most
reasonable prices;
also agricultural
Implements of all descripUons; the Ester-
^ ‘ r ~ aper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Ad-
ly Twine Self-binder, the Rawson Rc j
IB. McHUGH,
General Passenger Agent
lute* Uitertonj.
AHontyi.
D., Claim Agedt, Attorney andTJOWARD.M. d
XI Notary Public; River street.
-
L 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192. IndependeatOrder
of Odd Fellows, holds Us regular meetings at Odd
Fellows Hall , Holl and,Mich. , on Tuesday Evening
Visiting brothers arecerdiallyinvited.
Wiluan Zikb, N. G.
William Bauxqabtkl. R. 8.
F. St A. If.
vance Mower, the Orand de Tours three-
hoise sulky plow, the Bissel, South Bend
plow, best in the market, the Remming-
ton iron-beam steel plow, Kalamazoo
Spring Tooth drags, the best straight tooth
harrow for finishing land made, contain-
ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grsln drills,
8 inches for every tooth, Dowagiac Wheel
Spring Tooth harrows, seeders and cnlti-
vators combined, Albion Wheel Spring
Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
Studebaker farm and freight wagons,
Kalamazoo open and top boggles,
new kind of walking cultivators, 5-tootb,
8- tooth, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky cultl-
Aultmtn and Russel & Go. steam
nnp-honA to
. Can and i
EMd>
Now may the banner of our Church,
Raised on the Eastern bills,
Wave— till the flattering of Re folds
Our blessed country fills.
Come, Holy Spirit, Power Divine,
Make strong oar Zion's wail.
Speak Tbon In words of matchless grace
A “welcome” to na all.
Aa the last strains of music died away
Rev. Dr. Cbas. Scott arose from his place
On the platform and advanced to the front
addressing the assemblage as follows:
Mb. Pbbsidxut, Fathers ams Brethren
the General Htxod:— Somewhere from the
misty domain of human language, has come to me
a misty saying or proverb, which 1 never rightiy
understood; but, to-day, as I look upon this
cleslastical assembly, and consider what It Is, and
whence its members come, what they represent,
and how they bear in blood, and speech, and wor
ship, and other like sarronndings, the proud
Knickerbocker insigna and history of 250 years,
seems as if the meaning flashed over ns in its full
import, like the light of yonder noon-day snn.
“The Dutch have taken Holland.’’ There la
mistake about it on tkia occasion. Here is a ver-
itable Holland in waiting for the Dntch army.
And yet, how welcome! They come in the name
of the Lerd-a name above every name in this
Chriitien community, and among theee academic
grovea-and It they Wow the trumpet aloud, aa we
trust they do, the note* ere not the bugle bleete
of war, but the eweet harmonies of peace. So we
bid them enter ae e
R.B. Beit|W.X. 8t., Htilind, Mich., Apr.
LlJ. U»t com.
across the seas, you will meet with warm hands
and warm hearts, aud greetings which you can
never forget. So much must I say for the citizens
of Holland.
Let mo now say something of a special bearing,
dependent, sickly child, as you know, must
crystallze around it a certain amount of parental
devotion. The General Synod acknowledges such
a child In its unrsery at tho West, and have Jour-
neyed hitherward to see It, However trouble-
some it may have been, they want to see It, and
will surely look upon it with deep and moat sin-
cere affection. The city of Holland recclveanot
one-half of the yearning which yon will bestow
upon Hope College; and here la Hope College.
Here are its “classic groves" of sylvan beauty, and
Ita shady walks, amid tree and swath, wooing back
as it were the spirit of good old Platos You have
heard “by the hearing of tho ear," and now let tho
eye behold it— not the fair print which some of
you have hung np in study or drawing room, with
Its artistic snrroundings of fancy, but //ojx College
as dame Nature has fitted It for a aludent'i homo.
Tbeclasslcmemory will busy itself In this place
"subteamenefagi," and catch the song of Virgil's
muse, while the tongue can be Inspired to speak
with Attic ease and elnqnence In snch a forum.
There Is nothing of which wo boast, at present,
but what a manhood will be revealed to you, and
to the world, when the Bynod comes in 1984.
Moreover it is very grateful sometimes to visit
an estate or manor- honso of our peculiar posses-
sion. Be it known to you, therefore, brethren,
that you have come into your own domain. Lift
up the eyes and look: these pleasant grounds,
that hill of science where the steps lead upward,
those College bnlldlugs aud adjuncts, and all up-
on this Campus, belong in fee simple to the Re-
formed Church. They have Indeed, a hallowed
use. and a noble consecration, bat the future of
them all is crowned with this halo alone, viz: that
your signet Is npon them, and they are devoted as
a chaplet of Jewels in the Kingdom of God. The
possessions of Synod extend beyond this view.
On the shores of yonder waters, over which you
are to sail to-day, be they called Black Lake, or
Macatawa Bay, on either side are broad acres held
in your name for the Church, and devoted to the
high and holy cause of Christian education.
In 1858, the General Synod held Its session In
Philadelphia. Perhaps five or six persons in this
body were then delegates, and there watebed
over the interests of Zion. For tho first time, the
leader of this Colony, the esteemed and noble
Van Raalte, stood upon the floor of Bynod and
plead In somewhat broken accent!, but with most
manifest eloquence, for the moral and religious
welfare of bla people. Tho pioneer school of Mr.
Taylor had been already atarted at Holland, and a
proposition waa made that this school should be
received under the care of the Bynod, and com
mlttedto the charge and pecuniary aid of the
Board of Education . A* once in the wilderness,
when tho prayed for manna fell, the question was
asked, “what is HT” What means this action and
what is in the fntnre? Dr. Van Raalte arose, and
those who were present can never forget that
earnest appeal to his brethren In tho East. Let
mo simply say, it was most powerful and per-
suasive. The proposition was accepted. Then
and there, thirty-one years ago, was opened that
fountain of blessing, Rom which began a little rill
of influence, tho flowing of which has widened and
deepened, nntil yon come and meet It to-day, as •
“river of God filled full of water." A month be-
fore, I had stopped among the hills beyond Scho-
harie, and saw a spring gushing from beneath tho
rock, and now before the city where wo met, that
same spring had become tho broad Delaware,
bearing on Ita bosom tho ships and commerce of
the nations; so may this be an expanding stream
in the moral world for agea. Below the city, I saw
a noble ship of war, ready for Its launching, that
It might bear our country's flag in honor over tho
earth. Even thus, launch upon this river of yonrs
and ours, a vessel of divine truth and power,
which can battle for the Lord of Hosts, and float
tho banners of Jesns In every clime.
In 1864 a similar Synod met Schenectady. Only
a few members of this body stood npon its roll.
Two all vital questions marked ita deliberations.
Until that day Rutgers bad been truly a denom-
inational achool-a “Theological College “as It
was often called. Ita property was vested in tho
General Synod, aud ita operations were ever
watched over In faith and prayer, by the lovers of
Zion. But, at that session, tho relations of years
were dissolved; the title transfered to the Board
of Trustees, and tho essential spirit of the Insti-
tution changed. Far bo It from me to say that it
thereby ceased to be a Christian school, or eccles-
iastical In Its character, fur may such a thing nev-
er be true, bat I simply state the fact, that Rut-
gers, my alma mater, ranked no longer as a
•‘school of the Church.”
Rut, by the same body, another foundation was
laidf the basis of a College at the West, that ahould
be of the Church, and for the Church, of a school
to become, as soon as practicable, distinctly The-
ological . The idea of Hope College waa endorsed,
and its proposed endowment fully recommended.
I knew what this meant, at the time, bat I know
It better now. Ponder the matter well. A wido
door was opened to greet the setting snn.and Rom
ficbenectady, twenty years ago, our dear Reformed
Church began her onward march toward the
Western sea. He that runs can read, aa God with
bla finger writes upon tho horizon, “Go forward.”
In the winter of 18M-5 I was asked if I could
name a young man for the school at Holland. 1
referred to John Van Vlock, then in the Theolo-
logical Seminary, and afterwards urged him to ac-
cept the call. Ho came, and “Holland Academy,”
with a number of these ministers of Christ, are
the memortali of bis service. He was a chosen
one ofGod, bat labor and the croases of his pos-
ition broke down his health, and at last I stood
by his open grave in tears, and laid him to Us
earthly rest in the twilight hour of night Victim
he may have been to dnty and Us Chnrcb, bat Us
ipemory is green, and bis best monument yon will
note hard by in the corridors and chambers of
yonder Vsn Vleck Hall.
Twenty-five yean ago another principal came to
cn the work. Under hta assiduous care and
toU the Academy 1
tree
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HOLL AND CITY. MICHIGAN.
THE NEWS CONDENSED,
THE EAST.
JB88B Cartes, a colored murderer, was
hanged at Pittsburgh, Pa. He asserted his
innocence on the scaffold.
Henry C. Work, the noted song- writer,
<died last week in Hartford ..... At Chappa-
ona, N. Y., Miss Gabrielle Greeley was
thrown from her carriage by a runaway,
breaking her right shoulder.
Gen. James Watson Webb, the aged
American journalist, died at his home in
New York ....The schooner Fanny Fern
was run down off Gloucester, Mass., by an
outward-bound coal-carrying steamer, and
four of the crew were drowned. .. .Over
two hundred depositors of the Penn Bank,
of Pittsburgh, have brought suit against
the Directors of that defunct institution. . . .
Courtney, the oarsman, failed to meet Boss
for the match at Oak Point, N. Y.
THE WEST.
Neal McKeague, who was recently ac-
quitted of murder in a Chicago court, reap-
peared in Winnetka, and received hearty
greetings from his acquaintances ____
At Bethlehem, Iowa, a man named
Williams visited Nick Bright, who
was ill. Bright jumped upon his vis-
itor, felled him with a hatchet, and chopped
his head to pieces. Then he procured a
revolver and shot himself through the
heart Both men had been on a spree to-
gether recently, and the whisky had unset-
tled Bright’s reason.
In Detroit Mrs. Laura Schulz was found
in her night-dress on the sidewalk with her
throat cut but still living. Her husband
was detained for two hours, and released
for lack of evidence against him. She re-
covered consciousness and held a long pri-
vate interview with her husband, showing
that the case was one of attempted suicide
on account of family troubles.
Another corpse of a young girl has been
found near the scene of the butchery a
Pleasanton, Kan. The murdered victims
have been identified as the family of John
Anderson, and Lewis Wampler, nephew of
Anderson, is wanted for the crime. It is al-
leged that the woman and her four children
knew of some offense that Wampler had com-
mitted, and that he lured them from home
and murdered them for self -protection ____
The milling-room of Frederic Stearns &
Co.’s pharmaceutical laboratory, at Detroit,
was destroyed by fire. It was with diffi-
culty that the fire was prevented from ex-
tending to the entire establishment. Two
employes were seriously but not fatally in-
jured by the flames ..... Sadie Hays, a ne-
gress, who killed Police Sergeant Jenks,
was sentenced at St Louis to be hanged
July 18.
In the litigation concerning the interest
of James Couch in the Tremont House, Chi-
cago, Judge Tuley appointed Samuel Powell
receiver of the half interest held by Dupee
and Chumasero, iq bond of $100,000, with
power to take the receipts of the hotel .....
A fire at Cleveland inflicted damage of $30,-
000 on the planing of McAllister A Co ____
Near Mexico, Mo., Lieut. Rice, Quarter-
master, U. 8. A., walked off a train in his
aleep and was killed.
Agent McGilliouddy has issued no-
tice that the Indian sun dance will no
longer be permitted at the Pine Ridge
Agency. The torturing “amusement’’
has for Tears been growing into
disfavor with the Indians themselves . . . .
Mrs. Ellen Long pleaded gnilty at Hartford,
Wis., of the murder of the boy Harvey
Whittemore, and was sentenced to life im-
prisonment. .. .At Farley, Iowa, Jack Par-
ish was found dead witn a bottle contain-
ing strychnine in his hand and a note stat-
ing that he had died for love.
Capitalists on the Pacific coast are
endeavoring to form a company to con-
struct a railway to the extremity of Alaska,
where cars could be ferried forty-five
miles across Behring Strait to the Rus-
sian Railway.... A reward of $1,000
is offered by the people of Richland
Township, Kansas, for the conviction
of a miscreant who has killed two shep-
herd dogs and attempted to poison 125 cat-
tle belonging to James Caton, besides
throwing strychnine into his well,;... The
body of Capt. Forrest, keeper of the Col-
chester Reef light, Lake Michigan, lost in
the storm of Nov. 11 last, was found in the
lake a day or two since many miles off the
reef in a good state of preservation.
THE SOUTH.
Gen. O. E. Babcock, Col. Levi P,
Luckey, and Benjamin P. Sutter, of Wash-
ington, were drowned while making a trip
along the Atlantic coast in connection with
the work of the light-house board. Only
the body of Gen. Babcock was recovered.
He was private secretary to President
Grant, and his wife is the eldest daughter
of Hon. Benjamin H. Campbell, of Chi-
cago.
It has been ascertained that Gen. Bab-
cock and his companions came to their
death by the capsizing of a boat after the
steering oar had been broken. Gen. Bab-
cock clung to the boat until she reached
the shore breakers, when he was
tom off and drowned. His life was
insured tot $30,000, and the amount
will immediately be paid to his widow. . . .
Col. Buford, who killed Judge Elliot, and
was sent to the Kentncky Central Lunatic
Asylum and escaped, was returned to the
institution in a poverty-stricken and dying
condition.
Ed Eli and William Freesrant, both ne-
groes, were hanged for murder at Clinton,
La., and Orangeburg, 8. C., respectively.
The Supreme Court of Tennessee has
declared constitutional the recent act of the
Legislature making it a felony to keep a
gambling house. Garvin, a Memphis sport,
was sent to the Penitentiary for one year.
-sssr.*.
The Director of the Mint, in his annual
t on the production of precious metals,
pali;
Nor
plaees the total production during the cal-
endar year of 1883: Gold, $30,000,000; sil
in gold, $1,460,000 in silver; Colorado, $4,-
100,000 in gold, $17,370,000 in silver;
Dakota, $3,200,000 in gold, $150,000
In silver; Idaho, $1,400,000 in gold, $2,100,-
000 in silver; Montano, $1,800,000 in gold,
$6,000,000 in silver; Nevada, $2,520,000 in
gold, $5,430,000 in silver; New Mexico,
$280,000 in gold, $2,845,000 in silver;
Utah, $140,000 in gold, $5,620,000 in sil-
ver. The remainder was produced princi-
"ly in Alaska, Oregon, Georgia, and
th Carolina. This is a reduction of
$2,500,000 in gold and $600,000 in silver
from the yield of 1882.
The following is a recapitulation of the
national debt statement issued on the 2d
inst.:
intercpt-benrinK debt—
Four and one-half per cents ...... | 250, 000.000. Ofl
Four per cents .................... 737,660, 550.W
Three per cent* .................... 242,894,000.00
Refunding certificates ............ 291,100.00
Navy pension fund ............... 14,000,000.00
Total interest- bearing debt. . .11,244,845,650.00
Matured debt ............ $ 12.578.27A26
Debt bearing no interest—
Logal-tender notes ................ 846,739.481.00
Certificates of deposit ............ 11,060,000.00
Gold and silver certificates ....... 216,1 12,531.00
Fractional currency .............. 6,981.379.31
Total without Interest ........ $ 580,883,21L31
Total debt (principal) ............ $1,838, 207, 136.57
Total interest ..................... 10,828,993.52
Total cash in Treasury ............ 389,368,637.49
Debt, less cash in Treasury ....... 1,459,207,492.60
Decrease during May ............ 4,762,241.20
Decrease of debt ainoe June 30,
188A ............................. 91,823,714.88
Current liabilities-
interest due and unpaid. ......... $ 1,489,532.15
Debt on which interest has ceased 12,678,275. 26
Interest thereon. .................. 320,818.75
Gold and silver certificates ........ 216,112,351.00
Casn balance available. ........... 147,817,660.33
, Total ........................ $389,368,037.49
Available assets—
Cash m Treasury .................. $ 389,368,037.49
Bonds issued to Padflo Railway
Companies, interest payable by
United States-
Princinal outstanding ............ $ 64,623,612.00
Interest accrued, not yet paid. ... 1,615,587.80
Interest paid by United State*..., 61,100,798.82
Interest repaid by companies—
By transportation service. ........ $ 18,120,320.12
By cash payments, 6 per cent, net
earnings. ...................... 655,198.87
Balance of interest paid by United
States ...................... 42.385,279.83
In the Criminal Court at Washington,
Judge Wylie reduced to $20,000 the bail of
Col. Burnside, the defaulting Disbursing
Clerk of the Postofflce Department
POLITICAL.
The Democratic Central Committee of
Arizona has selected W. K. Meade and G.
H. Ouray as delegates to the national con-
vention, and instructed them for Tilden and
Hendricks.
Paris Haldeman has been nominated
for Congress by the Democrats of the
Ninth Pennsylvania District
Mr. Telden has been interviewed as to
his intentions in reference to correspond-
ence with the Democratic National Conven-
tion. He refused to say anything about
his intentions. He had several times de-
noted his position, he said, and had noth-
ing more to communicate at present
The Fifteenth .Ohio District Democrats
renominated tho Hon. Beriah Wilkins for
Congress and instructed the delegates to
Chicago for Tilden and Hendricks ____
Oregon was carried by the Republicans in
the late election by 5,000 majority. The
Legislature is Republican on joint ballot
by a majority of fourteen. The Republi-
cans also elect their Congressman ____ The
Maryland Democratic Convention adopted a
platform, the principal plank of which
deals with the tariff question and
declares that no duty should be im-
posed upon any article “above the lowest
rate which will yield the largest amount
of revenue; also that maximum rev-
enue duty should be imposed upon luxuries”
. . . .The Connecticut Democratic State Con-
vention chose as delegates-at-large to Chi-
cago A. E. Burr, J. C. Byxbee, and C. M.
Ingersoll. They are uninstructed, but are
in favor of Tilden.
GENERAL.
John C. Eno, the defaulting bank Pres-
ident of New York, has been indicted for
forgery in the second and third degrees.
There is said to be no question as to bis ex-
tradition, and several of ha> friends have
(IsTo l
is defense ____ During last week there were
be used ingone to Montreal with funds
nie
199 failures in the United States and sixteen
in Canada.
Fast time was made by a special train on
the Baltimore and Ohio Road conveying a
number of newspaper correspondents to
Washington from Chicago upon the ad-
journment of the National Republican Con-
vention. The distance from Chicago to
Chicago Junction, Ohio— 271 miles— was
covered in 5 hours and 33 minutes....
Twenty-four men and women of the Sal-
vation Army arrested at Cleveland, Ohio,
for disturbing the peace by parading, sing-
ing, shouting, and praying aloud, were fined
small sums. Twenty of the accused re-
fused to pay the flue and were released on
bail — Lightning destroyed Alexander Car-
roll’s house, near Ottawa, Out., and his
four children perished in the flames.
FOREIGN.
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ADDITIONAL MEWS.
During the month of May British im-
ports decreased, as compared with the same
month last year, £3,100,000, while the ex-
ports increased for the same period by
£358,000.
Noah Haynes S wayne, e^-Justice of' 1
the Supreme Court of the United States,
died in New York City last week, aged 80
years.
Hebron & Spencer, fruit merchants, •
New York, failed. The preferences amount
to $160,000... .The late managers of the
Newark Savings Institution have been
ordered by Chancellor Runyan to show
cause .why they should not be punished for
contempt in loaning the funds of the bank.
The Chinese Embassadorship to France
has been abolished and the treaty of peace
with France is condemned by the Celestials,
who are preparing to resist further Gallic
encroachments ..... British troops sur-
rounded the jail at Birmingham, England,
where the Irish dynamiters— Daly, Egan,
and McDonnell— are confined.
The minority report of the Senate Com-
mittee on the Danville riots charges that the
investigation was not conducted with fair-
ness, and that the results were uot set forth
with impartiality. Sarcastic allusions are
made to the killing of negroes in Ohio in
order that their carcasses could be sold to
medical colleges ____ President Arthur sent
to the Senate a message recommending an
appropriation of $588,000 for Government
eihibits at the New Orleans Exposition.
Vennor, the Canadian weather prophet,
died at Montreal in his 44th year ____ The
trotting horse Scotland beat John S. Prince,
the champion bicyclist, in a ten-mile race
at Philadelphia. Time 36:33 ____ A Com-
mittee of the Cincinnati Bar Association
presented to the District Court an inform-
ation designed to secure the disbarment of
T. C. Campbell, whose trial for bribing a
juror in a murder case was then in progress.
Gen. Abe Buford, of Kentucky, killed
himself at the residence of his nephew, in
Danville, Ind. He left statements that
financial embarrassment, family troubles,
and the condition of his brother Tom, who
was returned to the Anchorage Asylum, led
to the act ..... Lightning struck four men at
Louisville, two of whom are not expected
to live ..... In Dinwiddie County, Virginia,
one woman was killed by lightning, an-
other was stunned, a church was blown
down, and other injuries to property were
reported.
At Florence, Wis., shots were exchanged
in the street between Sheriff Headman and
District Attorney McIntosh, the former be-
ing twice wounded ..... A negro named
Robeson and a white girl of the name of
Christman crossed the river at St. Louis
and were married in Illinois ..... Henry
Strong, President of the now defunct
Strong’s bank at Green Bay, Wis., has
written to some friends in that city from
Montreal, saying that he lost the bank’s
money in speculations in wheat, pork, and
stocks. He borrowed the money from the
bank on various securities and on the notes
of his brother. No other person, he says,
was concerned with him in the steal.
In the Senate, June 9, Mr. Plumb reported
favorably a bill to give California 5 per cent of
the proceeds of pnblic land sales in that State.
Mr. Beck offered a resolution directing the Judi-
ciary Committee to make a report on the bill
providing for the general removal of political
disabilities. The Mexican war pension hill was
taken up, and several amendments were tabled,
but final action on the measure was deferred.
In the House, Mr. Goff introduced a bill to re-
thorize the construction of bridges across the
nette
equal
to dutiable goods. In committee of the whole.
i <
Willam e River, and to place Newport News
on an ual footing with other customs ports as
debate on the river and harbor bill was finished.
When we write up a wedding and
reel off about ten sticks on the honey-
moon business, we feel that there must
be some terrible mistake about it when
the groom waltzes bv the next day \yith
a wash-tub on his shoulder.—
change.
Dynamite explosions at London caused
widespread alarm and indignation. The
police, says a cablegram, are completely
baffled, and, for the first time in the history
of great crimes in the metropolis, have not
even a theory to offer. In fact, they find
themselves to be a laughing stock. The
public are becoming hourly more restive
and agitated over the apparent- incompe-
tence of the police, and the wildest schemes
of reprisals against Irish agitators are
mooted. The appointment of local vigi-
lance committees on the American Western
plan is seriously discussed in some hitherto
very conservative quarters.
France continues to insist on joint con-
trol with England an4 Italy over Egypt. . . .
A treaty of peace between France and An-
nam has been perfected and accepted by
the latter power. It virtually makes Annam
a province of France. French officials will
administer its affairs and Frenchmen will
represent it in all foreign courts and in its •
relations with all foreign nations. Its com-
merce will also be regulated by the French.
THE MARKET.
NEW YORK.
Beeves .......................... $7.00 @8.00
Hogs ............................. 5.00 (rf 6.00
Floub— Extra. ................... 6.25 @6.75
Wheat-No. 2 Chicago ............ 95 @ .96
No. 2 Red ............... 1.02 @1.04
Corn— No. 2 ....................... 62 @ .63
Oats— White ...................... 40 @ .44
Pork— Mess ...................... 17.50 @18.00
CHICAGO.
Beeves— Choice to Prime Bteera 6.50 & 7.25
Fair to Good ........... 6.00 @6.60
Batchers’ .............. 5.00 @ 5.50
Hogs ............................ 5.25 @ 5.75
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex 6.25 @ 6.76
Good to Choice Spring... 4.60 @ 5.25
Wheat— Na l boring ............. 90 0 .91
No. 2 Red Winter ........ 96, @ .98
Corn — No. 2 ....................... 54 @ .55)6
Oats-No. 2 ....................... 33 @ .34
Rye— No. 1 ........................ 02 @ .63)4
Barley— No. 2. ................... 63 @ .64
Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 18 @ .19
Fine Dairy .............. 14 @ .15
Cheese— Full Cream .............. 11 @ .12
Skimmed Flat .......... 05 @ .06
Eggs— Fresh ...................... 13 @ .14
PoTATOEs-Peachblows ........... 37 @ .40
Pork— Men ...................... 18.50 @19. 00
Lard ............................. .08 @ .0854
TOLEDO.
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... .95 @ .96
Corn— No. 2 ...................... .65 @ .57
Oats-No. 2 ...................... .35 @ .37
MILWAUKEE.
Wheat-No. 2 .......... ......... .88 @ .89
Corn— No. 3 ...................... .65 @ .66
Oath— No. 2 ...................... .31 @ .33
Barley-No. 2 ................... .68 @ .60
Pork— Mess ......................19.00 @19.25
Lsiid. ............................8.00 @ 8.25
ST. LOUIE
Wheat— No. 2 Red ............... .97 0 .98
Corn— Mixed. ....................
Oath— Na 2 ...................... .31 @ .33
Rye ...............................61 @ .63
Pork— Mess ......................16.50 @17.00
CINCINNATL
Wheat— Na 2 Rod ............... 1.00 @ 1.08
Corn ........................... .67 @ .58
Oath— Mixed. .................... .33 @ .34
Pork-Mcss ......................17.75 @18.25
Tiinn ..........................
.07 K® .08
DETROIT.
Flour ............................6.50 @7.00
Wheat-No. l White. ............ 1.06 @ 1.06)4
Corn— Mixed ..................... .65 @ .68
Oath— No. 2 Mixed. .............. .37 @ .38
Pork— Mess ......................
1ND1ANAPOLIE
WHEAT-Na 2Red ..... j ......... .94 @ .96
Corn— Mixed..; .................. .60 @ .62
O air— Mixed ..... .. ............... .32 @ .34
EAST LIBERTY.
CATTL*-Best ........ ...... ...... 5.75 @6.25
Fair. ....................5.25 @6.00
Common.. ............ . 3.50 @4.00
Hona. ............................6.25 @ 5.75
8hekp ............................4.00 @4.50
SUGGESTIONS OF VALUE,
Arrow-root gives a certain richness
to sauces which renders less butter ne-
cessary than if flour is used for thicken-ing. !
Bebf fai is very nice if cooked thor-
oughly in water and the fat dipped off
as it rises. } It will remain soft, and is
preferred by many to lard.
Nervous children, who toss and turn,
and cry out that they cannot go to sleep,
may sometimes be quieted by having
their feet rubbed vigorously with a
flesh brush.
If baby is hoarse at night, take a
small piece of oil silk, rub a little lard
or animal oil of any kind over it and
fasten - il next his skin, over the chest.
It may be pinned with small safety pins
to his wrapper.
To have early flowers sow seeds in
window boxes. Candytuft, Ten Weeks’
Stocks, Pansy, and other hardy kinds
may be sown and the plants thinned or
transplanted to other boxes. The Pan-
sy, which fails to give fine flowers in
hot weather, if sown in this manner may
be had in bloom early, and at its best
Courtplabter made at home is eco-
nomical, and is said to be highly sue-
cessfnL Dissolve one pint of French
isinglass in one pint of warm water; to
this add ten cents’ worth of pure glycer-
ine, and five cents’ worth of tincture of
arnica; lay a piece of black or white
silk on a board, and paint it over with
the mixture.
To Clean MaRble. — Brush the dust
off with a piece of chamois, then apply
with a brush a good ooat of gum ara-
bio, about the consistency of thick mu-
cilage, expose it to the sun or wind to
dry. In a short time it will peel off.
If all the gum should not peel off,
wash it with clean water and a clean
cloth. If the first application does not
have the desired effect it should be
tried again. Another method is to
rnb the marble with the following solu-
tion: One-quarter of a pound of soft
soap, one-quarter of a pound of whiting
and one ounce of soda, and a piece of
stone-blue the size of a walnut; rub it
over the marble with a piece of flannel,
and leave it on for twenty-four hours;
then wash it off with clean water, and
polish the marble with a piece of flan-
nel or an old piece of felt, or take two
parts of common soda, one part of
pomice stone and one part of finely
powdered ohalk ; sift it through a fine
sieve and mix it with water, then rnb it
well over the marble; then wash the
marble over with soap and water. To
take stains out of white marble, take
one ounce* of ox gall, one gill of lye, one
and one-half tablespoonfuls of turpen-
tine; mix and make into a paste with
pipe clay ; put on the paste over the
stain and let it remain for several days.
To remove oil stains, apply common
clay saturated with benzine. If the
grease has remained in long, the polish
will be injured but the stain will be re-
moved. Iron mold or ink spots may be
taken out in the following manner:
Take half an ounce of butter of anti-
mony and one ounce of oxalic acid and
dissolve them in one pint of rain-water;
add enough flour to bring the mixture
to a proper consistency. Lav it evenly
on the stained point with a brush, and
after it has remained for a few days
wash it off, and repeat the process if
the stain be not wholly removed.
Joaqnin Miller's Eccentricities.
The newspapers are making a great
ado about the log cabin of Joaquin
Miller. The fact that the “Child of the
Sierras” prefers to b’ve in a cabin made
of logs, with common clay pasted in
the cracks, rather than in a seven-story
fiat, has interested several million peo-
ple. The poet is a deceptive man. One
who reads his writings and hears the
gossip about him would expect to meet
a primeval child of the forest, wander-
ing around the city, olad in bear-skins
and reticenca They would find Mr.
Miller a civilized man. When he came
to New York a few years ago it is true
that he appeared in a bine shirt, with
long yellow hair flowing around his
shoulders and a straggling beard drop-
ping to his waist. He was somewhat
erratic then. I remember once, in a
sudden freak, he engaged a negro valet,
who bore a striking resemblance to the
pugilist known as the Black Diamond.
This fellow followed Mr. Miller around
like the ghost of a blackened past. It
was said that Miller employed the
powerful negro to hold his victims
while he read his poetiy to them. This
rumor was never substantiated, however.
Mr. Miller now wears his hair of
reasonable length. He has a poetic cast
of features, and wears the mustache
and imperial of a Prussian grenadier—
if there are any Prussian grenadiers.
He is good natured and clever, and
never talks poetry unless he has been
dining late. To hear him converse at
his best, one should casually remark
that McKee Bankin— who stole one of
his plays— is a gentleman. The poet
of the Sierras will rise then and deliver
himself of a few sentiments that will
blow the gas out and make the china
dance on the table. —Brooklyn Eagle.
Paying a Debt.
Jones— I say, Smith, old fellow, I
don’t want to bother you, but I wish
yon would pay that $5,000 1 loaned you
some years ago.
Smith— But yon don’t need it.
Jones — No, of course not ; but yon see
I might happen to die, and I have no
right to deprive mv heirs of it.
Smith— Oh, in that case we can soon
arrange matters Yon just get yonr life
insured for that amoqnt in my favor.
Jones— In your favor ?
Smith— Yes. and then, don’t yon see,
when yon die I will draw the money
and give it to yonr hein.— PhiladelphiaCall • i
»»*>'>«» tf. . -v
MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.
—The Plymouth village ordinances are to
be revised.
—A law and order league has been organ-
ized at Hastings.
—It costs about $70,000 this year to run
the city of Alpena.
—Bay City ladies propose starting an as-
sembly of the Knights of Labor.
—Michigan has fifteen of the forty-five
trout streams in the United States.
—Champlain Green, an old resident of
Farmington, aged 87, died there recently.
—The lumber fleets cannot take away the
lumber as fast as the Manistique milla
out it
—The City National Bank of Kalamazoo
has been chartered to take the place of the
old City Bank.
—Lansing boasts of more lame and de-
formed men and women than any city of its
size in the State.
—Ed Linsey, of South Bay City, says
that the black worms have destroyed $400
worth of his onion crop.
—Mrs. Arthur Braman attempted suicide
by taking strychnine at Bay City. The
stomach pump saved her.
—Frank Cuting gets ninety days at the
House of Correction for stealing two pairs
of boots of James Gannon, of Bancroft.
—It was one of the lady students at the
university who ‘said: “No, sir, fish do not
have lungs. They breathe with their fins.”
— A young man at Birmingham has been
acquitted of a charge of petit larceny, after
a jury trial, the sum involved being 35
cents.
— The Capital Gate Company, of Lansing,
has built on addition 24x100 feet to its new
works, and when completed will turn out
about 1,000 gates every day.
—The total shipments of iron ore np to
May 21 from the Upper Peninsula were 255,-
089 tons. Up to the some date last year the
shipments were only 108,677 tons.
—Farmers of the far northern counties
have plenty of good potatoes left, which
they are feeding to their hogs rather than
sell them at the low prices that ore offered.
—A veracious commercial traveler is re-
sponsible for the statement that Flint has
more money invested in the liquor business
than any other city of its size in Michigan.
—Judge Daniel Goodwin has presented
the Mackinac Board of Supervisors with a
claim for $900 for extra services rendered
that county as District Judge twenty years
ago.
—Huffman’s mineral well at Lansing is
down eighty feet and is flowing at the rate
of 2,880 gallons of water every twenty-four
hours. An analysis of the water is being
made.
. —Mrs. C. P. Shorman, a lady residing
near Alma, Gratiot County, was returning
home, when she fell from the wagon and
the wheels passed over her neck, causing
instant death.
. —A fire occurred in the Canada House at
Big Rapids, which rained the building.
Loss, $3,500; insured for $1,500. The loss
iof the proprietors of the house, Chabott &
Trebace, is $3,000. The occupants of the
house barely escaped, leaving all clothing
behind. The fire started in the kitchen, and
is supposed to be of incendiary origin.
Health In Michigan.
Reports to the State Bosrd of Health, Lansing,
by observers of diseases in different parts of the
State show the principal diseases which cansed
most sickness in Michigan daring the week
ending May 31, 1884, as follows. Number of ob-
servers heard from, 43:
Diseases in Order of Greatest
Area of Prevalence.
I1 Rheumatism .......
2:NenruUia ..........
3 1 Intermittent fever.
4 Consumption of longs...
SjBronchitu ..........
elTonqilltis ...........
7 Diarrhea ............
h Intlnenxa ...........
9: Remittent fever....
10 Pneumonia .........
11 Erysipelas ..........
12 Scarlet fever ........
13: Whooping congh...
14l Inflammation of kidneys.
15, Measles....
16 Dysentery.
17 Inflammation of bowels. .
18 Diphtheria.
19 Cerehro spinal meningitis
20 Inflammation of brain....
21 Cholera morbxu.
Typho-malarial fever. ....
Typhoid fever (enteric). . ..
Puerperal fever.rp :
25 Membraneous cronp. .....
26 Cholera infantnm
77
70
70
66
66
60
43
32
30
23
25
20
16
30
20
9
16
20
7
»
7
5
7
2
7
2
For the week ending May 31, 1884, the reports
indicate that bronchitia, intermittent fever, in-
flammation of kidnov, consumption and diph-
theria decreased in area of prevalence.
At the State capital the prevailing winds dur-
ing the week ending May 31 were northeast;
and, compared with the preceding week, the
temperature was considerably lower, the ab-
solute and the relative humidity and the day
and the night otone less.
Compared with the average for the month of
May in the preceding six years. Intermittent
fever, pneumonia and tonailltis were less preva-
lent in May, 1884.
For tho month of May, 1884, compared with
the average for the corresponding months in the
preceding six years 1879-1884, the temperature
waa slightly lower, the absolute humidity and
the day and the night ozone less, and the rela-
tive humidity slightly more.
Including reporta by regular observers sad
others, diphtheria was reported present during
the week ending May 31, and since, at 10
namely, Armada, Detroit,
Manistee, Maple “
Band Beach, Tex
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IUTIOML EFlLKi
Eighth Quadrennial Conven-
tion at, Chicago.
. - i ' — —
Blaine Nominated lor Presi-
dent on the Fourth
Ballot.
Nccond Place' Given to Sena-
tor Logan by General
Consent.
s SECOND DAY.
Horning Honslon. .
The convention had a brief, bnt for a while an
oxoitinr, aewiion. Chairman Lynch mounted
the plattorm at 11 o'clock, emUinK and looking
neat and natty tn a standing collar, black tie,
and a blackish-blue suit. The delegates had not
all seated themselves when at 11:20 he brought
his heavy travel down upon the mahogany-
topped table. A large basket of handsome flow-
era rested tin the tablc's.cdge. They wore roses,
calls Miles, and peianli* on a bed of amllax.
The crowd npon the stage was ns great as on
the pterions day, but tbo distinguished guests
were mtoto 'nine, showing that the tickets are
falrlyftMsIribntod. EMM a- Washbdrne was a
prominent flgnrc on the stage. .The seats in the
rear of the hall occupied by guests were not
quite tilled. The hail presented a more gala ap-
pearance. Additional flags were put above the
building. There was al^o more animation and
freedom than on the opening day.
Having brought his implement of anthonty
down upon the table with three loud raps.
Chairman Lynch announced that prayef would
be said by the Kev. John H. Barrows, of Chi-
cago.
James A. Gary, of Maryland presented a
memorial from the American State Temperance
Alliance embodying a resolution from the Mary-
land State Temperance Alliance anpealing to
the convention to nominate candidates who
would use their influence toward the sup-
pression of the liqnor trafflo, which was read
and referred.
Senator Plmnh, of Kansas, offered a resolu-
tion thst American land should belong alone to
those willing to assume the duties of Americandtlzenshln. . ,
George W. Massey, of Delaware, submitted a
resolution that, whereas, the extension of the
term of office of the President from four to six
years was a matter worthy of consideration, it
be referred to the Committee on Resolutions,
and it was so ordered. 
Mr. Hawkins, of Tennessee, oflered a resolu-
tion that it was the tense of the convention that
every delegate present support the nominee, and
that no man should h6la a seat who did not
come prepared to do so; which caused an excited
debate, during which Mr. Knight, of California,
in advocating the resolution, alluded to certain
whispers in the air, and particularly to the edi-
torial declaration of one of the great metro-
politan journals, as a reason why the resolution
should be adopted.
Mr. Curtis, of New York, warmly opposed the
resolution, and referred in the course of his re-
marks to the action of the convention which
nominated Mr. Lincoln twenty-four years ago.
when a similar resolution was Introduced and
voted down. He also reminded the convention of
what was said and done four years ago when Mr.
Campbell, of West Virginia, declared that he was
a Republican who carried his sovereignty nnder
his own hat, and when (under the lead of Gar-
field 1 the gentleman who presented a similar
resolution was induced to withdraw if. He
therefore asked this convention to assume that
every delegate was an .honest and honorable
map. He characterized the resolution as one
which was unworthy to be ratified by a body of
free men.
The chair decided that, as far as possible, the
roles of the House of Representatives would be
followed, allowing alternate speeches for and
against. This ruling was In response to appeals
for recognition from two delegates at once, the
Chair deciding in favor of the man who wanted
to speak for the resolution.
Senator Dolph, of Oregon, moved to lay the
resolution on the table. Mr. Hawkins said that,
as his resolution bad developed ao much oppo-
sition, ho would withdraw it
Ex-Senator John B. Henderson, of Missouri,
was presented by the Committee on Organiza-
tion and elected Permanent Chairman almost
unanimously. Upon assuming the chair, Gen.
Henderson addressed the convention as fol-
lowsf-
Gentlemen' of the Contention: We have
assembled to survey the oast history of the par-
ty; to rejoice as we may because of the good It
has done; to correct Its errors. If errors there be,
to discover if possible the wants of the present,
and with patriotic firmness provide for the fu-
ture. Our past history is the Union preserved ;
slavery abolished, and Its former victims equally
and honorably by our sides In this convention;
the publlo faith maintained, nnbonnded credit
at home and abroad, a currency convertible into
coin, and the pulses of Industry throbbing with
renewed health and vigor In every section of
a prosperous aud peaceful country. These are
the fruits of triumphs over adverse policies
gained In the military and civil conflicts of the
fast twenty-four years. Ont of these conflicts
has come a race or heroes and statesmen, chal-
lenglng confidence and love at home, respect
and admiration abroad; and now, when we
come to select a standard-bearer for the ap-
proaching conflict, our chief embarrassment Is
not In the want, bnt in the abundance, of Presi-
dential material.
New York has her tried and true statesman,
npon whose administration the fierce and even
unfriendly light of publlo scrutiny has been
turned, and the universal verdict is; ‘Well
done, thon good and faithful servant" Ver-
mont has her great statesman, whose mind Is
‘ lugs of his
____ _ ____ about to adjourn,
a number of delegates truee and shouted for
IngersolL It became apparent, however, that
Ingersoll was not in the hall, and the choute
were changed to Oglesby. .
The convention adjourned. JJC'
Gen. Sharmaa Declines.
A rumor that Gen. W. T. Bherman bad refused
to allow his name to be used as a possible can-
didate has been confirmed by the receipt of the
following telegram :
St. Louis, June*.
Gen. J. B. Henderson. Chicago:
I answered by mall last night Please decline
any nomination for me In language strong batcourteous. W. T. S.
-This declination was brought about In the
following manner: Ten members of the Wiscon-
sin delegation Called upon Gen. Henderson and
avowed their willingness to transfer their sup-
port to Gen. Sherman on condition that he ac-
cept tbs nomination. Gen. Henderson, who is
an intimate friend and neighbor of Gen. Sher-
* legation's
. the
__________ _________ _ answer
came as above given. . . . / '
Gen. Sherman was interviewed at his resi-
dence, and. referring to his candidacy, said:
“I sent no telegram to Chlcago.bnt three days
ago I mailed a letter U> Gen. Henderson. He
telegraphed me last night and r presume ray
letter just reached him to-day. and I am glad It
k^You would not accept a unanimous nomina-
tion?’
“No."
“Why?"
“I have plenty of reasons, bnt shall keep them
to myself." _
THIRD DAY.
The convention heard report* of committees,
adopted is as follows . , .....
Republicans of the United States, in National
Convention assembled, renew their allegiance
to the principles upon which they have tri-
um phed in six successive Presidential elections,
_ d congratulate the American people on the at-
tainment of so many result* in legislation and
administration by which the Republican party
has, after saving the Union, done so much to
render its Institutions lust, equal, and benefl-
cient, the safeguard of liberty, and the embodi-
ment of the best thought and highest purposes
of our citizens.
The Republican party has gained its strength
by quick and faithful response to the demands
of the people for the freedom and equality of
all men, for a united nation assuring the
rights of all citizens, for the elevation of
laltor, for an honest currency, for purity
legislation, and for Integrity and ac-
countability in all departments of the
Government; and It accept* anew the duty
of leading in the work of progress and reform.
We lament the death of President Garfield,
conspicuous
and sue-
__________ * promise ruuy realized
during the short period of nls office as President
of the United States— and his distinguished suc-
cess lu war and peace have endeared him to the
heart* of the American people.
Ip the administration of President Arthur we
recognize a wise, conservative, and patriotic
policy, under which the country has been blessed
with remarkable prosperity, and we believe his
eminent sendees are entitled to, and will re-
ceive. the hearty approval of every citizen.
as dear as the crystal sprin
whose vlrtno is as firm a* its
native State,
nlte hills.
history of the Republican party itself. Hlinoia
can come with one who never railed In the dis-
charge of publlo duty, whether in council cham-
ber or on field of battle. Maine has her honored
favorite, whoae splendid abilities and personal
qualities have endeared him to the hearts of his
friends, and the brilliancy of whoso genlns chal-
lenges the admiration or all. Connecticut and
Indiana may come with nubes scarcely less Il-
lustrious than these. And now. In conclusion,
If, because of personal disagreements or the
emergencies of the occasion another name Is
sought, there yet remains the grand old hero of
Kenesaw Mountain and Atlanta. When patriot-
lam calls be cannot, If he would, be allent, bnt,
grasping that banner, to him so dear, which he
has already borne In triumph, he will march to
advio victory no lea* renowned than those of
war. I thank you, gentlemen, for this dlstln-
gnlshed mark of your confidence.
The mention of Arthur’s name pn
mense applause, which was so long continued
that Gen. Henderson had to wait for It to sub-
side. The reference to Edmunds and Sherman
also evoked applause. At the allusion to Blaine
a storm of applause broke out on the floor and
the galleries. Men stood np, and, waving their
hats and handkerchiefs, cheered again and
again. The women also took partln tbo demon-
stration, and waved their fans and handker-
chiefs. After the first storm of applause had
worn Itself ont It was again renewed and onoe
again- It was five minutes before Gen. Header
eon could continue his speech.
Charles W. Oils bee. of Michigan, was selected
ai''/hen£mtSrtblm ’ read a letter from A. H.
Andrews & Co., of Chicago, presenting a gavel
to the Chairman, which had been made from
pieces of wood from every SUte and Territory
In the Union, including Alaska Urn tondte of
which was made irom the old Charter Oak
tree in Connecticut, which was accepted with
thanks.
Mr. Stebblns, of Arisona, pouted a resolu-
tion to the effect that the appointment of Terri-
torial officers by the President of the United
States should be from actual residents in such
Territories, and a delegate from California pre-
sented a resolution to the effect that the Com-
missioner of Agriculture should be a Cabinet
officer, which, with a resolution on woman suf-
frage, were referred to the appropriate commit-
tee, and at 12:30 o'clock the oonventiop ad-
journed until f in the evening. fi
ad efficiency, that it may In
right* of American cltire
f American commerce; ai
old-time
and the1 interest* o
we call npon Congress to remove the burdens
nuder which American shipping has been de-
pressed, so that it may again be true that we
have a commerce which loaves no sea unexplored
and a navy which takes no law from superior
force.
Jksoiwd. That appointments by the Presi-
dent to offices In the Territories should be
made from the bona fide citizens and residents
of the Territories wherein they are to serve. .
He solved. That it (s the duty of Congress to
enact such laws as shall promptly and effectu-
ally suppress the system of i»olygamy within
onr territory, and divorce the political from the
ecclesiastical power of the so-called Mormon
Churoh; and that the law so enacted should be
rigidly enforced by the civil authorities, If pos-
sible, and by the military if need be.
The people of the United States, in their or-
ganized capacity, constitute a nation and not a
mere confederacy of State*. The National
Government is supreme within the sphere of its
national duty, but the States have reserved rights
which shonld be faithfully maintained; each
should be guarded with Jealous care, so that the
harmony of our system of government may
be preserved, and the Union kept inviolate'
The perpetuity of onr Institutions rests upon
the mawtenanoe of a free ballot, an honest
count, and correct returns. We denounce the
fraud and violence practiced by the Democracy
in Southern States, by which the will of
the voter Is defeated, as dangerous to
the preservation of tree institutions, and
we solemnly arraign
as being the
such fraud an_ ------- ---------- --
publicans of the South, regardless of their
former
and pi
promote — 
aecure to every citizen, of whatever race or color,
the fall and complete recognition, possession,
and exercise of all civil and political right*.
: vau r i mstit uons, a
inly aign the Democratic party
 guilty recipient of the fruits of
id d violence. We extend to the Re-
jj I SENATE AND HOUSE.Total voteNeoeeT^
Blaine
Arthur. .............. 276'Llnoo^
Logan .. ............. MlGen. Shernum ....... ; 9
The Chair announced the result, and the • Sec-
retary proceeded to call thoroU lor the third
ballot with the following result:
Whole number of 'Joseph R. Hawley... W
delegates .......... 820 John Sherman ....... 2'
Whole number of ‘Logan ................ M
votes cast .......... 819jEUmunda ......... ...
Necessary to a choloe 411 Arthur ............... 2J4
William l1. Sherman. aBlaine ................ 375
Robert T. Lincoln. . . 8j
After the lapse of a few minutes, the Seore-
tary began to call the roll on the fourth and last
ballot. It was no easy task, for the excitement
was great, and at each change for Blaine the en-
tire building shook with the cheers of hla sup-
porters. It wa* finally completed, however, as
follows:
FOURTH BALLOT.
States.
Arkansas
Calif srnla. ..
Colorado ......
Connecticut. . .
Delaware. .....
Florida ........
It Is the first duty of a good government to
protect the rights and promote ire interests of
ts own people. The largest diversity of in
dostry Is most productive of general prosperity
and of the comfort and independence
of the people. We therefore demand that
the Imposition of duties on foreign im-
port* shall be made not "for revenue
only," but that, In raising the requisite
revenues lor the Government, such duties shall
be so levied as to afford seonritv to our diversi-
fied Industries and protection to the rights and
wages of the laborer, to the end that active and
Intelligent labor, as well as capital, may have it*
; ust award, and the laboring man his full share
n the national prosperity.
Against the so-called economic system of the
Democratic party, which would degrade our
labor to the foreign standard, wo enter our
earnest pretest The Democratic party bad
failed completely to relieve the people of the
burden of unnecessary taxation by a wise re-
duction of the surnlns. „
The Republican party pledges itself to correct
the inequalities of the tariff, and to reduce the
surplus, not by the vicious and indiscriminate
process of horizontal reduction, but by such
methods as will relieve the taxpayer without
injuring the labor or the great productive In
terests of the country. . .
We recognize the Importance of sheep bus
bandry In the United States, the serious depres-
sion which it Is now experiencing, and the
danger threatening It* future prosperity, and
we, therefore, respect the demands of the repre-
sentatives of this importaif, agricultural Inter-
est for a readjustment of the duty upon foreign
wool, in order that snoh Industry shall have full
and adequate protection.
We have always recommended the best money
known to the civilized world, and wo urge that
efforts shonld be made to unite all commercial
nations in the establishment of an international
standard which shall fix for all the relative value
of gold and silver coinage.
The regulation of commerce with foreign na-
tions ana between the States is one of the most
Important prerogatives of the General Gov-
ernment, and the Republican party distinctly
anuounoes its purpose to support such legisla-
tion as will fully and efficiently carry out
the constitutional power of Congress over
Interstate commerce. The principle of
the public regulation of railway corporations is
a wise and saintary one for the protection of
all classes of people, and we favor legislation
that shall prevent unjust discrimination and
excessive charges for transportation, and that
shall secure to the people and the railways alike
the fair and eqnal projection of the laws.
We favor the establishment of a National Bu-
reau of Labor, the enforcement of the eight-hoar
law, a wise and judicious system of general ed-
ucation by adequate appropriation from the
national revenue, wherever the same is needed.
We believe that everywhere the protection to a
citizen of American birth must be secured to
citizens by American adoption, and we favor the
settlement of national differences by Interna-
tional arbitration. ^ • .
The Republican party, having its birth in a
hatred of slave labor and a desire that all men
may be truly free and equal, Is unalterably op-
icd to placing our workingmen in competi-
tion with* any form of servile labor whether at
pose
home or abroad. In this spirit we denonnee the
importation of' contract labor, whether from
Europe or Asia, a* an offense against the spirit
of American institutiobs, and we pledge our-
selves to sustain the present law restricting
Chinese Immigration, and to provide such
further legislation as Is necessary to carry
ont Its purpose.
Reform of the civil service, auspiciously be-
gun under Republican administration, should
be completed by the further extension of the
reformed system already established by law, to
all the grades of the service to which It Is ap-
plicable. The spirit and purpose of the reform
should be observed In all executive appoint-
ment*. and all laws at variance with the objects
of existing reformed legislation shonld be re-
pealed, to the end that the dangers to free in-
stitutions which lurk in the power of official
patronage may be wisely and effectively avoided.
The publlo lands are a heritage of the people
of the United States, and should be reserved as
far -as possible for small holdings by actual set-
tiers. We aw opposed to the acquisition of largo
tracts of these lands by corporations or Indi-
viduals, especially where such holdings are In
tbo hands of non-resident aliens, and we will
endeavor to obtain such legislation as will tend
to correct this evil We demand of Congress the
speedy forfeiture of all land grants which have
lapsed by reason of non-complianoe with act*
of Incorporation, In all cases where there has
been no attempt in good faith to perform the
oonditiona of sach grants.
The grateful thanks of the American people
are due to the Union soldiers and sailors of the
late war, and the Republican party stands
pledged to suitable pensions for all who were
disabled, and for the widows and orphans of
those who died in the war. The
FOURTH DAY.
In the Morning.
Chairman Henderson rapped several times
before he restored order. He announced the
Rev. Dr. Scuddcr, of Chicago, who offered
prayer.
Dr. Boudder thanked God for the present ad-
vancement of the country among the nations of
the earth. He gave thanks for abundant frnlts.
Christian faith, and educational privileges, and
asked for the benediction upon the convention.
He hoped all done here would be done with the
fear of God, and that the right man would be
sleeted by this convention.
At the conclusion of thef prayer the Chairman
directed that the States not yet called be called
for members of the National Committee.
The roll was called, and the new National
Committee announced as follows, the blanks
Indicating the States that have not yet agreed :
Alabama— William Youngblood.
Arkansas— Powell Clayton.
California— Horace Davis.
Colorado— W. B. Chapin.
Connecticntr-Samuel Fessenden.
Delaware— Daniel J. Leighton.
District of Columbia -- ;
Georgia— James B. Deveare.
Florida— Jesse D. Cole.
Illinois— David T. Littler.
Indiana— John C. New.
Iowa- J. S. Clarkson.
Kansas— Col. John A. Martin.
Kentucky— J. Z. Moore.
Louisiana --
Maine— J. Manchester Haden.
Maryland— J. A. Gaiy.
Massachusetts— W. W. Crapo.
Michigan— John B. Sanborn.
Minnesota— M. J. Morton.
Mississippi— J. R. Lynch.
Mlssonn— Robert T. Van Horn.
Nebraska— Hon. Church Howe,
Nevada— Thomas Wren.
New Hampshire— Edwin H. Follett
New Jersey— Garrett A. Hobart.
New Mexico— Col. Wm. H. Ryners.
New York-John D. Lawson.
North Carolina— L. W. Humphrey.
Ohio— Col. A. L. Conger.
Oregon-John T. Anperson.
Pennsylvania -B. F. Jones.
Rhode Island— H. A. Jcnckes.
South Carolina— John B. Johnston.
TenneHsec — W. D. Brownlow.
Texas -C. C. Buckley.
Virginia— F. S. Blair. _ ,
Vermont— George W. Hooker.
West Vinrinla-^John W. Mason.
• Wisconsin— Edward Sanderson.
Arizona— C. C. Churchill.
Dakota-Judge Bennett.
Idaho— Sherman F. CotUi-
Montana -James F. Mill.
Utah— Charles W. Bennett
Washington Territory— W. D. Miner.
Wyoming— Joseph F. Carey.
Mr. Bush, of California, demanded that areso
Intlon be read which he sent up. .... .
Congressman Davis, of Illinois, objected and
asked for the regular order of business. The
Chairman decided, amid much confusion and
applause, that the convention should pro-
ceed at once to ballot
The Secretary then commenced with the call
of the rolL
Alabama cast 17 votes for Arthur and 1 each
fot Blaine and Logan. The Chairman of the
delegation stated that one delegate was absent
Alabama's vote was received with cheers, which
called forth hisses from the members of the
press, when the Chairman insisted that there
should be less confusion, and the applause and
hisses ceased. The call was then proceeded
with, the first ballot resulting :
Indiana. . . ............
Kansas ...............
Kentucky ...............
Louisiana ............
Maine .......... ......
Maryland ............
Massachusetts .......
Michigan .............
Minnesota ..............
Mississippi ...........
Missouri .............
Nebraska ............
Nevada ..............
New Hampshire .....
New Jersey ..........
New York ............
North Carolina .......
Ohio .................
Oregon ..............
Pennsylvania .........
Rhode Island ..........
South Carolina. .........
Tennessee ...............
Texas ...................
Vermont ................
Virginia .................
West Virginia ..........
Wisconsin ..............
Arire?*- .................
District of Colombia...
Idaho ...................
Montana ................
Now Mexico ............
Utah ....................
Washington ............
Wyoming ...............
Total.
20
14
16
6
12
6
8
24
44
80
26
18
26
10
12...
Ifli 1
14...
is: ic
82...
i.::
8; 2
18...
73 30
22
40
0
00
8
18
24
26
8 ...
24' 20
121,...
22
2
2
84
. 80
2 24
18
0
0
207
¥
Total vote, 818.
Total number
delegates.
Blaine ............... 641
820 Edmonds ..... . ...... 41
Logan ...............
Hawley .............. 16
Lincoln ..............
Whole number votes
cast ................ 813
Necessary to choice. 411
Arthur ............... 207
This concluded the balloting, and the oonven
tion adjourned nntU 8 o’clock p. m.
Proceedings of the Federal Con-
gress Boiled Down.
On June 8, the Senate passed bills granting
to letter-carriers an annual leave of absence tor
fifteen day*, living a pension of $50 per month
to the widow of Gen. Jndson Kilpatrick, provid-
ing for the sale of the Fort Hayes and the Klck-
apoo Reservations in Kansas, fixing the member-
ship of the Dakota Legislature at twenty -four
Councilmen and forty-eight Representatives,
limiting the cost of the publlo buildings at
Leavenworth to $100,000. and authorising
the bridging of the MLuoari at Bnlo
and at Leavenworth. After passing slxtv-
two bills the Senate adjourned to Friday.
np an amendment to confine the forfeiture to
unearned lands was lost A vote on the pea-
sage of the bill showed the lack of a quorum.
There was no session of the Senate on the 4th
Inst In the House, Mr. Hopkins, of Pennsyl-
vania. from the Committee on Public Buildings,
submitted a report on the chargee of corrup-
tion or collusion in regard to the selection
of a alto for a public building at Brook-iny
^ Y. The
for introduction of
and we
In the Evening.
It was 8:15 when the Chairman's gavel called
the evening session to order. The hall was fully
as crowded as at the day session, and the audi-
ence appeared fully as much Interested snd as
enthusiastic. The session was opened by a
brief prayer by the Rey. Dr. O'Reilly, of De-
troit
On motion of Mr. Tavlor, of Illinois, the time
was limited to ten minutes In presenting the
name of a candidate for Vloe President, but no
attention was paid afterward to the resolution.
The next business taken up was that of mak-
ing nominations for Vice President, and Senator
Plumb, of Kansas, took the stage to nominate
Gen. John A. Logan, of Illinois. The rales were
suspended and Logan's nomination made unan-
imous.
The Chair said he would later on appoint*
committee to notify Messrs. Blaine and Logan of
their nomination.
After thanking the officers of the convention,
the Sergeant-at-Ahns, the varlon* oommittee* of
arrangements^ and the Union Veteran Clnb, tbo
tunlty wa* offered ---- --- ---- _ ,
to sustain the charge*,  unhesitatingly
report that there has not been produced before
us a scintilla of evidence which In the lightest
degree reflects npon the Integrity Of the Secre-
tary ot the Treasury, upon the Supervising Archi-
tect, or upon other offloera of the Government.
The report was recommitted with authority to
send a sub-committee to Brooklyn to take testi-
mony. The Oregon Central land- grant forfeit-
ure bill was passed— yeas 188, nays 26. The
Senate’s amendment* were non-ooncurred in to
the bill establishing a Bureau of Labor Statistics.
Mr. Henley, of California, then caUed up th«
bill forfeiting lands granted to the Ualltornla
and Oregon Railroad Company, except such
lands as were granted for that portion of th*
road which was completed before the 1st of July,
1880. After remarks by Mr. Cobb, of Indiana, m
upport of the bill, a yote was token on It* pas-
sage. It stood— yeas 123, nays 15, showing no
quorum present.
The House of Representatives on June I
passed bills to forfeit the land grant ot the Cali-
fornia and Oregon Road; to bridge the Cumber-
land River at NaahvUle and the Missouri at
Leavenworth; and to repeals land grant to the
Iron Mountain Road from Pilot Knob to Helena.
There was no session of the Senate.
Mr. Culbertson's bill limiting the Juris-
diction of the United States Circuit Courts and
regulating the removal of case* to the Federal
Court* passed the House on Janet. The Mil
of $600, and makes members ot cor-
porations doing buslneaa In * Btatl
citizens of that State for all judicial pmrpoees.
The right of removal of causes to the Federal
Courts is limited to defendant*. The Hpnis
also passed a bill forfeiting the unearned land
grant of the Atlantic and Padllc
Road. Advene reports were made oa
the bill to repeal the dvll-senrloe act.
The House discussed at considerable Isngth res-
olutions offered by Mr. Nelson, of Minnesota,
reserving the agricultural publlo land* for bona
fide settlers. Mr. Holman offered an amend-
ment extending the aoope of Mr. Nelson • reso-
lutions. Daring the debate on this measure tbs
fact developed that there waa not a quorum prea-
ent, and an adjournment was carried. Th* Sen-
ate was not In session.
convention adjourned amid the cheers of the
audience and the playing of the “Star Spangled
Banner" by the band.
STATES AND TERRI-
TORIES.
Alabama. .............
CaUf orntt ,. . .*. ! ". *.
Colorado ..............
Connecticut ..........
Dek™"5 .............
Florida ...............
Georgia... ............
...............
Jowa ..................
Kentucky. .......... ..
Louisiana .............
Massachusetts...
Miohigi^^Hohlgan...
Minnesota
b  Republican
party also pledges Itself to the repeal of the
limitation contained in the act of 1879, so that
Nebraska .............
Nevada .......... .....
New Hampshire ......
New Jersey ...........
New York ............
North Carolina .......
Ohio ..................
Oregon. ...............
Pennsylvania. ........
Rhode Island. ..... .
South Carolina .......
Tennessee ......... .
Texas. .............
Vermont ...........
Virginia ...... .....
West Virginia ........
Wisconsin .........
Arizona ............
Dakota. ............
District of Colombia.
Idaho ..............
Montana.. .........
New Mexico .......
Utah ...............
Washington ..........
Wyoming ..........
Total..
3
18
26
12
654
2
12
10
1
16
7
1
5
8
$
'9"
28
2
21
6
47
010
278 834541 98 6854
f
"m
P
3
5*
•«
•••
....
....
12
2
”‘i
1
.... ...
....
....
"os
...
.... ...
.... ...
.... ...
• • • • ...
• a* ...
_w 13
Lincoln received 1 vote from Kentucky, 2 from
New Jersey, and 1 from New York; for Gen.
Sherman, 2 votes were cast from Michigan.
SUMMARY.
Total vote cast ....818 Logan ............. 03)4
Johnf
Edmunda .!!!!!.!
Scenes and Incidents.
One figure among the spectators is a deaf
man. He sit* pretty far back on the side, hold-
ing an Immense ear-trumpet to his sural organ.
He does not hear much of the proceedings, if
the expression of his face can be taken as an
index, but that evidently makes no difference,
for he has attended every session so far held.
The restless spectator is also on hand. He Is
the man who Informs every one within hearing
distance who the delegate just speaking Is and
where he is from. He Is fond of tolling how of-
ten he has heard the delegate speak, bow inti-
mate he has been with him In days gone by. and
what a warm friendship exlat* between them,
'his man generally tolls people that George
V 1111am Curtis Is Senator Hoar, and get*
’hcodore Roosevelt mixed up with Senator
(ary. of Tennessee, each the very antipode* of
be other.
The New Jersey delegation Is headed by John
. Blair, the railroad magnate, who ttthepoa-
essor of $15,000,000 or $20,000,000. He is Prest-
lent of the Blair system of Iowa railroads. He
ooks like a gentleman of the old school, as he
1, with his expansive white vest and black cloth
oat. His face Is clean-shaven, hair gray, and
canty on top, forehead bald to the crown. This
1 the ninth national convention which Mr.
OUiu aireau uiuc uiuic.
The new rale governing the membership of
he Republican National Committee adopted by
dential electors. The Constitution of the
jd State* provides that “No Senator or
Representative, or person holding an office of
trust or profit under tbo United States, shall be
appointed an elector." Under the new rule,
therefore, no member of Congress and no office-
holder under the General Government can be a
member of the National Committee.
Mr, O'Hara has not only an Irish name, but an
Irish wit, and, when he chooses to assume it. a
fine Irish brogue. Once he was Introduced to
some recent arrivals irom Ireland, who showed
instantly their surprise at such a combination as
that of bis complexion and name. Assuming his
Hibernian brogue, Mr. O'Hara asked with mnoh
solicitude after supposititious relative* of his In
Limerick. This Increased the astonishment, but
Mr. O’Hara explained It all by saving that he
had lived for many year* In North Carolina and
the climate had affected hi* complexion. Mr.
O’Hara's little fiction checked an incipient flow
of Immigration to the State of tar, pitch, and
turpentine from the Evergreen isle.
All the pea-nut, pop-oorn, sandwich, waffle
and lemonade hucksters In the city seem to
have gathered in the vicinity of tha Exposition
Bnllding to spread dyspepsia and temporary
relief from hanger among the crowds thst sur-
round the place and those who on their way ont
choose to patronize them.
Immediately after Gen. Logan had sent his
dispatch to Senator Cnllom requesting his
friends of the Illinois delegation to rote for
Blaine for President, he sent a dispatch to
Blaine hlmnelf, heartily congratulating him on
his nomination and predicting that ho would bo
elected. This was before Gen. Logan had any
Intimation that he' would be nominated for Vice
President
Hints About Letter- Writinf.
As Mrs. Glass said of hare soup,
“First catch your hare,” in writing •
letter first have something to say. Life
is too bnsy, in these hurried days, for
time to be wasted in the platitudes even
of politeness. A letter should have a
real cause— some social or friendly
duty to discharge, some business ques-
tion to ask or answer, jome opinions to
interchange, or tidings to communicate.
Then, having a good reason for writ-
ing, comes the secondary question of
how to do it.
Most of the transient fashions for
colored or decorated paper are unsafe.
Eccentricity is unwise. If a person
could afford to give np life to the pur-
suit of fashion, she might suooeed in
following
for
do than to catch every
ment, and pnrsne it jnst far enough,
and not too far, the safest stationary is
good, white paper, with envelopes te
match— stationery thick enough not to
reveal its secrete to outside readers —
and of that good style which is insured
by plainness. Simplicity is the one
thing that cannot be ridiculous.
Then, as to ink— to use good black
ink almost amounts to a social duty.
Who has not felt that he would have
foregone a letter rather than wearr
over pale pages in some blind hand-
writing, no matter how eloquent those
1 01 u ni cc
 its caprices successfully; bnt,
people who have something else to
ry whim of a mo-
Tne messenger boys for the different papers
were compelled to crawl out of high windows
and do some heavy Jumping in order
the outside world.
Bherman ..... 30
............ »
Lincoln ............ *
Gen. Bherman ..... 2
Tha fiecretarv then announced the result of
n  to reach
The devices resorted to by persons who
sought admittance bat lacked a ticket were too
varied for enumeration. Many were the sad
blows which Inflated Importance and overbear-
ing assurance received at the hauda of th*
munlty and prided tbemselveTupon their Im-
«x^rAm*dOT*nd'0^,“
pages might be?
And speaking of eloquence— the
temptation to be eloquent is another
foe to epistolary success. If people
only wcmld write simply, and say that
they have pleasant memories of this or
that, instead of telling ns that “beau-
tiful pictures are inscribed on the tab-
lets of their memory,” or that “their
recollection surrounds the past with an
aureole of glory,” we should be grate-
ful
Above all, why shonld a person who
is not a Quaker, who has gone tranquilly
through a letter speaking of “youB and
Sours,” suddenly, at the end, become
“Thine Truly”?
We remember a letter once written
in the veritable crisis of a life, which
utterly failed to move the stony heart
to which it was addressed, because, all
through, it was an amusing mixture of
yon and thee— “Yon know how long
and deeply I have loved thee,” for in-
stance— and for this reason the hard-
hearted receiver was able to put it cru-
elly into the waste basket, coolly say-
..... could mis
..j?
ing, “No one who really felt
np things in that wav.”
This brings os back to onr text that
simplicity in letter-writing is the secret
of success, and that the slightest touch
of affectation or sentimentality is aa
fatal to a leiter as to a person.— reuf^a
Companion.
An old minister in Ohio seemed rath-
er opposed to an educated ^ ministry.
Said he: “Why, my brethering,
young man who is going to
thinks he must be off to some
and study a lot of Greek and
All nonsense! All wrong! Wbat
rotor ttuu a
English, and soil 1
Work.
'
Ik
Saturday, June 14, 1884.
ContiMud /nm Flrtt Foot.
denU In 1861 Too will And six other boUdlnge,
plain to look upon and unadorned, and yet, to na
aomewhatai Bethel waa to Jacob; and all these
am the erections of the nineteen years, In which
Dr. Phelpa waa Principal and President. We have
no costly halls; no architectural adjuncts, with
their cost of thousands and tens of thousands of
dollars; bat we hare jast those things which God
has brought to os, as hidden Jewels, and which
will grow op under His shaping hand as an edu-
cational palace.
Permit me to introduce you, on the right, to
Faculty, whom you may trust to do a good and
noble work In the cause of Christian education;
and on the left to a body of students, who hare
joined In a chorus of welcome, who salute you
with flowers without, and the fragrance of lore
within, because you have made for them a brighter
path In life. Some of them, too, will be the peers
of the best men and women of the West. They
will soon greet you through a chosen fellow stu
deet
Allow me now, a single personal allusion before
I dose. It was through Rutgers College that I
entered into your Church— plain proof that a Col
lege sows the seed whence future harvests may
| come, 1 resolved that if I ever became a minis-
ter, It should be at your altars. And so has It hap-
pened. Sometimes have I doubted as to the wis-
dom of the choice, but now, toward the closing of
that ministerial life, I feel that Jehovah has
marked out my way as hs deemed best. I have
met the General Synod before— have been hon-
ored with its honors, but should this be, in Prov-
idence, our Anal meeting, I could not close my
connection with you, In greater joy than by giving
this welcome- than by seeing you in this spot,
where I can assure you in words that bum, that
this school is “the reck of hope" for the Holland-
ers in this land, and the foremost anchor of hope
for the Reformed Church in America.
After Dr. Scott had finished his address,
he anneanoed, as Presideat of the College,
that the students, through their chosen
representative, desired to welcome the
Synod.
G. J. Hekhuis, a member of the Junior
class, thereupon stepped forward and ex-
pressed the gratitude of his fellow students
for the fostering care the Synod had be-
stowed, for so long a period, upon the In-
stitution which furnished them advantages
such as they would not otherwise enjoy.
Ho entered into the history of the college
and said that the students of Hope were
mainly young men, who, were it not
for her, would not receive the benefits of
a collegiate course of educstien and thus
the usefulness and good which she is now
doing for the world, through her gradu-
ates, would remain undone. His speech
was decidedly a good one and made a
good impression.
An anthem, “itock of Ages,” was then
beantifully rendered by the choir. The
Rev. P. Lepeltak followed and spoke in
behalf of the Classis of Holland, treating
of the rise and development of the Hol-
land colony since the emigration of 1847
under Revs. Dr. Van Raalte, Ypma, Van
der Meulen and fiolks, and very philos
ophlcally and strikingly described the re-
ligious peculiarities of "our laid”— spoke
In words of warmest affection for the de-
nomination, appealed to the Synod to for-
give their follies and to aid them in every
possible way in their endeavor to do (he
work God bad, in a peculiar way, com-
mitted to them, and mentioned the name
of Elder Van Brae, of Zeeland, who thirty
years tgo brought back from the East the
news, and the documents, which cousum-
ated the union of the Holland church with
the church we now love to dearly. The
reverend gentleman’s remarks were filled
with good points, with wit, and with a
degree of candor that Is unusual in a min-
ister addressing are ecclesiastical body of
the character of the General synod.
Rev. Dr. David Cole, President of
Synod, responded. His response was ex-
temporaneous, it was a rare and happy
effort. Wo wish we could give our read-
ers a verbatim report of bis remdrks. It
abounded in love, power and wit. He
stated that he was as big* a dutchman as
anyene, dutch blood course through his
sins and he was proud of it, his children
were dutch and he was glad of it. To
meet to-day with General Synod in the
city of Holland, the home of so many
dutchmen, was a happy moment in bis ex-
istence. He touched, in a masterly man-
ner, matters of great moment to the
church and to Hope College. He said
that it was not prayers that was needed so
much to build up Hope College as it was
the dollars, and he wished God would
open tho hearts and the pocket-books of
some of the wealthy members of the
church who were now among his hearers.
He paid the students a compliment in stat-
ing that in his several visits to Holland he
had observed with admiration their manly
earnestness and beantifnl piety. He re-
called with affection the fathers who had
the twenty others by 60,000. Outsells
rer published in this world; many
_ ____ Agents are making
All new beginners successful; grand
an excellent repast and all
to enjoy it. A few addresses were deliv-
ered during dinner, one of which was
answered by Elder C. De Neuiville, of
Long Island, N. Y. who donated $500 to
Hope College.
After dinner the perty teok the Mecete- 1 OSTc'S0*'
wa and visited tho Park, whore an hour I Portland, liaine
was passed enjoying the lake breezes.
They were cordially received at the Hotel
by Messrs. Bertech
•very book ever .
agents are eelllng fifty dally,
fortunse. oginno.. . „
chance for them . $48.50 made by a lady agent the
flretday- Terms most liberal. Particulars free.
Better send S3 cents for postage, etc., on free ont-
— i
G. STEKETEE & BOS
hare a full line of
Summer Dress Goods !
Notice.
Notice Is hereby given that whereas an appll-
Straw Hats of all Descriptions !
_ A large variety of
nturntd «6 P. ^  111, I I Crockery. Stone* Glassware.
all took the train for Grand Rapids well
pleased with their trip to Holland.
Ice.
Families desiring Ice at any time or for
the season can leave their orders at the
hardware store of
l»-tf. R. KANTER8 & BON8.
_____ _____ iOUDtV u* vwuaw*. m/ v*io mu-
dersigned County Drain OommlNtoner of the
county of Ottawa, to clean out and remove the
logs, brushwood and other obstructions, from
Pigeon Creek or river, so called, and upon exam-
ination bv me I deem it necessary, and for tbe
good of the public health, that said river or creek
be cleaned, and all obstroctions be removed.
Now, therefore, notice is hersby given, that I,
'tommisaloner,
wuL
tseof X.
Also a very large and assorted stock of
IDR/IT GOODS
Which we intend to keep a* cemplete as pot
•Ibte embracing ail the the latest and beat madefabrics. _
, ity uram com issi r, for
the county of Ottawa, State of Michigan, ill, on
the 7th day of July, A. D., 1884. at the bouae of 
L. Barlow, in the township of Olive, in said coun-
ty of Ottawa, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, meet
parties for the purpose of letting contracts for the
removal of logs and other obstructions from the
above mentioned Plgeen Creek or river, by sec
vlaed t‘
Ghmrefc lUmy^witk fly Imwltiti for
First Reformed Church, Rev. N. M.
Stoffen., PuUr. Serrlces it»:30 a. m., , ^ lD AdK|uul.KOru; wu, b,
and 8 p. m. Sunday School $ :80. Weekly required of an contractors for the faithful per-
| formanceef the same within auch time aaihall be
specified in anch contracts, the undersigned re-
‘att bus.
We have in stock constantly
Fresh groceries
and a superior stock of Canned Goods.
tions, as I have di id he same. . Such contracts
to be let to the lowest responsible bidder, accord-
ing to the specifications made by me and now re-
PLUG TOBACCO!
We are agents for the Celebrated “DackM Brand
of Plug Tobacco. Every customer baying this to-
bacco has a chance of drawing an alarm clock.
prayar meeting with the Third Re-
farmed Church, on Thursday, at 7:80.
Hapa Refanned Church— Services at
10:88 a. m., and 7 :3<) p. m. Preaching in
the morning by Rev. Arne Vennema, of
New Paltz, N. Y. and in the evening by 1 0tUw>- .
Ray. Bailiai
place ef said lotting of contracts, the assessment
of beneflu made by me will be snbject to review.
Dated this 18th Jay of Juno. A. D, 1894.
• FRED L. 80UTER,
County Drain Commissioner of the County of
DECORATED AND PLAIN FLOWER POTS.
FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN
EXCHANGE.
C. STEKETEE X BOS.
Holla wn. May tt, 1884. 86-lv
i i
to L. T. Ranters,)
DEALER IN
Confectionery,
Stationery,
Blank Books.
GXOA.TIB,
And Foreign and Domestic Fruits.
Our handaomi Ice Cream Parlors are being re-
fitted and will be, when completed, the most mag-
nificent of any In the city.
Cool and relreshlng Soda Water drawn from the
finest equipped fountain in the city can be ob-
tained at my store.
GIVE ME A. OJLlaJj.
A. F. S LOOTER,
Holla wn, Mich., May 15, 1884. 15-lm
ATTENTION
Fanners and ^
Woodsmen.
Bmita a recent graduate Of Tbe Greet Events of History in One Volume.
thf Theological Seminary, at New Bruns- 15 « a mmr w
wick, N. J Congregational .inging led B AT T LES C
hr the ehnh* Opening anthems. All '**•*•-- wwr — T1_ naTvr vrwn TT o A I oby  choir,
are welcome.
Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9 :80 ft. m., and
p. m. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning, "Elijah under the
Juniper tree.” Afternoon, "Chriat calling
the indifferent to repentance.” Id the
evening a Missionary sermon will be
preached by Rev. D. Broek in the College
Chapel.
Of the World. By CAPT. KING, U. S. A.
BISTORT FROM THE RATTLE FIELD.
hhows bow uatlous have been made or deatroyed
In a day— how Fame or dlsaater has turoed on a
single contest, A Grand Book for Old or Young-
saves time, aids the memory, gives pleasure and
Instruction. Maps and Fine IflustranouH.
AGENTS WANTED EVERYWHERE, bend
for description and terms. Address:
J. C. McCcbdt X Co., Philadelphia.
Order of Publication.
(TATE OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa. -
J a.s. In the Circuit Court of the
Ottawa— la Chavcbbt.
DF.LORA A. RUNGERFORD.
Complainant.
vs.
ALBERT F. HUNGERPORD,
Defendant.
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:39 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sun-
ANDERSON’S CAMPING GROUND.
A considerable number of lots of sufficient else
fora summer residence, and beautifolly located on
tne south aide of and fronting on Macatawa Bay,
immediately east of Hcott'a Hotel, beiag one hall
a mile from Lake Michigan, are offered for sale to
the public at terms within the reach of all who de-
ofW*^ Circuit Court for the County
on tho twenty -soconTday of May,°A. D. 1884. ^
It satisfactorily appearing to this court by affi-
davit on file, that the defendant, Albert F. Hun-
gerford la not a resident of this State, bnt resides
at Jamestown, Stuttsman County, Dakota, on
motion of G. J. Dtekems. Complainant's Solicitor,
it la ordered that the said defendant, Albert F.
Hnngerford cause his appearance to be entered
herein, within four months from the date of this
order, and in case of hla appearance that he cause
his answer to the complainant's bill of complaint
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Bolts you can make and deliver the year
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Aih Stave Bolts, 83 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolt*, 20 inches long?
For making contracta or further in-
formation apply to Filter’s Stave Factory.
ED. YER SCHURE, Supt.
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
relation ef faith to justification
Afternoon, “Human arbitrariness and ador
able Theocracy.”
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser-
vices at9a. m., 1:30 aod 7 p. m. The
services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
De Bruyn, pastor.
Method is; Episcopal Church— Rev. T. T.
George, Pastor. Services at 10 ^ 0 a. m.,
and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Praver meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Morning, "Beauty in Nature.” Evening,
Children’s Day Concert. Service, "Voices
of Nature.”
in perron to
18-4t
For turther particular* Apply by n
1 o ABEND VI380HER.
Holland. Mich.
to be filed, and a copy thereof to be served on
alnant'a soli
notice of this order; and that^fn default thereof,
Genuine Cyclone
after service on him of a of said la getugouinthestockof
BLAINE & LOGAN !
1884. LMl WAM 1884.
said bill be taken aa confessed by the said non-
resident defendant.
And it Is farther ordered that within twenty
days after the date hereof, the said eomplaloant
. ..... ibllshed Incause a notice of this order to be pul
the Holland Cm Ncwa, a newspaper printed.
For the only genuine Piptoriml Biographies of published and circulating in said County, and that
the REPUBLICAN CANDIDATES for President such publication be coutinned therein at least
and Vice-President. Authentic and exhaustive in .....
fact, profuse and artistic In llluslratiomconsclen-
tlous, forcible, brilliant in authorship. The Stan-> mp. 1
dard Campaign History. Authorized. Rich Id
matter but low In price— 92.00. The agents’
harvest. Send 50 cts. for outfit and our special,
practical Instructions in the best methods of sell-
ing It. Success and large profits ensured. Act at
once. The Campaign will be short, but brillitut
A CARD.
The committee on school festival de-
sires to returo thanks to tbe members of
the band for the music so kindly fur-
nished on that occasion.
and profitable to agents. Address
N. D. THOMPSON X CO., Publishers,
St. Louis, Mo., or Now York City
once In each week for six weeks In succession, or
that she cause a copy of this order to be personally
served on said non-resident defendant, at least
twenty days before the above time prescribed for
his appearance.
Dated at Holland, Ottawa County, this twenty-
aecond day of May, in the year A. D. 1884.
ABEND VI8SCHER,
Circuit Court Commissioner, Ottawa county, Mich.
G. J. Diekena. Complainant's Solicitor.
Dry Goods & Groceries,
at the store of
WYNHOFF.
17-7t
Dress Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Etc., In endless variety.
E. HEROLD CROCKERY
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positive-
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
J. W- BOS MAN,
Merchant Tailor,
has just received a large stock of tbe latest
styles ef Ladies’ and Gentlemen’*
always on hand.
and dealer in BOOTS & SHOES
I have the agency in this city
for the celebrated
guaranteed to give perfect satisfactioo, or
money refunded^ Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by H. Welsh. Ready-Made Clothing ) among which are the celebrated
When men are seeking offices they
make fair promises, but many never grant
them after election.
Needle das Lamp.
These lamps are a great im*
Strictly pure Paris Green, Powdered
Hellebore and insect powder at
KREMERS & BANGS, Druggists.
HITS’ flim goods, | GROVER HAND SEWED CTl0" it i
NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.
SHOES.
A large and very fine line of
quantity of oil
used and the amount of light
which they give. Call and
see them.
Livr ef letters remaining in the Pest
Office at Holland, Mich., June 12, 1884:
Mrs. Ida Loren ger, 2.
Wm. Verberk, P. M.
The sure effect* of Ayer's Sarsaparilla
are thorough and permanent. If there is a
suiTiiras
Moat been received and all who desire a good
TOM-MADE suit of Clothes will do well to
GIVE ME A CALL.
have
CU8
Repairing neatly and promptly
done.
Goods delivered free of charge.
B. WYNHOFF.
Holland, June 14 1888.
CALL AND SEE US'! iSTOPPED FREE
lurking taint ef scrofula about you, Ayer’s Our large stock of ready-made clothing
Mmmlfu Menu.
Imsm Persons Restored
Sarsaparilla will dislodge it and expel
it from your system.
will be sold at bottom prices.
Thousands Say So-
Mr. T. W. Atkins, Girard, Kan., writes:
"I never hesitate to recommend your Elec-
tric Bitters to my customers, they give en-
tire satisfaction and are rapid sellers.”
Electric Bitters are the purest and best
medicine known and will positively cure
Kidney and Liver complaints. Purify the
blood and regulate tbe bowels. No fami-
ly can aflbrd to be without them. They
will save hundreds of dollars in doctor’s
bills every year. Sold at fifty cents a bot-
tle by H. Walsh.
Examine our Goods before purchas-
ing elsewhere.
NO. 40, EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD j
Holland, Mich., March IS, 1 884.
J. W. B08MAN,
Holland, Mich., April 23, 1884. 12-ly NEURALGIA,
Rheumatism '
Otto Breyman
and all other
Aftettaa, Acute or Chronic ^*rTS11
Lumbago, Sciatica and
Nervous Headache.
auavAMJjxheir complete and perfect cure accom.
-Dealer in-
Jewelry, Watches,
DIAMONDS,
fl-lj
**” /" Atorw jiffttNont. Fiti, EKUpy, tic.
iKVALLIBLa if Okm U directed. NtFus after
£ritd$,'tun. Traatbe tad |a trial bottle free to
12-ly
J afflicted to Dt.KLIN-
iDnifzUtt. BEWARE
LVi
mseim
M PILLS
Secure Healthy
to the Lire*
relieve XU bn*
loua troubles.
fonlj VaietifaU; lodrlpiif. MmHo. AllDroaM.
A new steck of Parasels, Fans, Hand- . m . . . m . ,
» I Nw™ Minn, tad fucj 3«di,
etc., just received. Call aod examine our
stock. D. BERTSCH. 18-tf
Angler’i Complete Outfit.
This is our latest and best outfit. It
consists of a fine 11 foot jointed rod, with
brass tips and ferrules; 1 bob; 1 cork bob
with hook and line; 6 sinkers; 2 forty foot
lines and 1 shorter; 12 assorted
Gold and Silver Watches at Rear
sonable Prices.
Drubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Bhsum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.
IM -BID 'PIMM.
FOSTER, MHJ3TOW ft OO, Propriatora, Buffalo, New York.
sea-grass
hooks; 8 trout and 2 bass flies; 1 fine bait
___ _______ . nuw - « k°x’ binged cover and highly ornamented ;
fallen aaleen— 1 UpMng hoek and 1 reel holding 40 feet
laiien asleep Kev. Dr. Van Raalte, Rey._ 0f |ine< This isa splendid outfit for those
The largest assortment of
DIAMOND RIXsTOS
, ever displayed la this City.
1884. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1884
I also keep on baud a large assortmem of
C. Van der Meulen, Rev. R. Pieters and
others; he regretted the late secessions
from the church, and persuasively pleaded
for unity and loyalty, and closed by lav-
ing that the true way to take Holland was
by "the canons of Dort.”
Rtf. Dr. Gordon then stepped upon the
platform aod called loudly for Dr. De
Baun, of Fonda, N. Y., who recently was
elected President of Hope College. Dr.
De Baun stepped forward and was Intro-
duced and received with applause.
Tne exercises at tbe grove closed with
the singing of the Doxoiogy and the dele-
who delight in fishing. Price $1, or 8 for
$2.75. Remit by postal note or cur-
rency.
17-4t. J. C. COLBY CO., Chicago, 111..
SPECTACLES
Millinery and Fancy Goods.
—and a—
FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
BONNETS, HATS, FLOWERS.
FEATHERS, POMPONS, RIBBONS, SATIN, SILK, VELVET,
CRAPE, VEILING, LACE GOODS, EMBROIDERIES,
HANDKERCHIEFS, HOSIERY, GLOVES.
Dissolution Notice.
All the Goods are warranted
to be just as represented.
Jersey Jackets, Gossamer Water Proofs, Hoop Skirts, Bustles, Cor-
set*, and Hair Good*.
pThe partnership heretofore existing between
dr, under the firm
name or P. Prim XOo.,ta thle day dUeoived by
mutual content. All account* both In fivor of and
against the late Arm, will be eettled by the new
—
Holland, Mich., May SI, 1884. 17-4w.
lam prepared to do repairing and engraving
promptly and in the beat manner.
Infant Cloaks and Clothing a Specialty. Worsted, Card
board and canvas.
Come and examine our stock. No
trouble to show Goodi.
O. BREYMAN.
Holland. Mich., May 12. 1884. 4$-1t
L & S. VM DEN BERGE,
ETOHTK STREET. TTOLTj A XvTD mioh:-
m
t
mm.
Ii
Haywo has begun.
Eighth street is ane’'* v,*rJ' ,,n,‘tr-
t^aitic perch are in ai<<l "»« being caught
by the mllliens.
THifcommoi Council have placed the
first series of our Water Fund Bonds at 5
per cent interest.
One of our local anglers caught forty-
six black bass last week. There is no
trouble In saying who it is— it couldn't be
any one else bat X. F. Adair.
Mb. G. Vyn, of Newbern, Nerth Caro-
lina, called on bis many friends in this
city yesterday. Mr. Vyn was called north
as a witness In a law suit. He looks well
and says that his health is good.
This week the editor of this paper was
asked to umpire a game of base ball.
What next? We hope it will be no less a
duty than to officiate at the "home
stretch” of the illegal fishermen.
Thb laying of pipe for our system el
Water Works U nearly finished. Theen
gine and pump house is nearly completed
and it is expected that by the Fourth of
July water will be forced through the
mains.
As we go to press we understand that
some of our citizens are soliciting funds
for a celebration on the Fourth of July.
It will depend on the success they meet
with whether Holland will celebrate this
year or not. __
Don’t be afraid to bring on your job
work. We have been doing some work,
the past few weeks that is exciting favor-
able comment from all who look at it.
There Is no question about the quality and
price of our work— the finest and cheap
est done in this county.
Last Saturday Ed. J. Harrington ar
rived in this city from Illinois with 20
head of very fine horses and has already
sold two, one to the Muskegon Ice Com
pany and the other to C. Angel, Superin-
tendent of the American Express Com
pany for this district, with offices at
Grand R&pids.
If any persons who have friends buried
in any of the cemetries in this neighbor-
hood, who were soldiers in the late Re-
bellion, will call on Mr. John Kramer at
his store on Eighth street and #give him
the necessary information, he will see to
the gettln^of headstones for all graves in
which soldiers He buried.
It Is better to be alone than in
company.
The estimated wheat crop for Michi^
gan the coming harvest is 80,000,000bushels. /
A large variety of Hammocks has been
received at Breyman’s jewelry store. Call
and see tnem.
Bobn:— To Mr. and Mrs. Arie Koning,
of Grand Haven, Mich., on the sixth day
of June— a boy.
OmnlBr.-
od of the Reformed Church in Ameri-
ca, in session at Grand Rapids, have been
unusually active. On last Friday, a lec-
turer at Now Brunswick College, provided
for by the “Vedder Fund,” was elected
in the person of Rev. Dr. Campbell, L. L.
D., who was given the poaition for 1885.
Rev. Dr. Geo. S. Bishop, of Orange, N,
J., was elected for the same position for |
1886. A resolution was introduced to
have the Synod recommend a certain day
be observed by the Church in general
'as "Children’s Day,” and the third Sun-
day in May was suggested. This is a
Fresh i Salt Meat,
Black River Highway Bridge will be 1 season of the year when flowers are in
closed on next Monday. The bridge is to / bloom, and the children could be intrusted
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be raised about ten inches.
R. Kantbrs & Sons have a special
notice In tbls issue which all who desire
ice at any time or for the season should
read.
Rev. J. H. Karstbn, of Oestburg, Wis.,
has been appointed and accepted the edi-
torship of De Hope. He will assume
charge of that paper before the end of
June.
Messrs. Smith & Costing, of the Ham-
n Brick yard, had a break down last
eek Friday, which delayed them until
rast Wednesday morning, and caused a
loss to them of about $350.
Last Saturday night Mrs. G. Perebolte
died very suddenly at her residence in this
city at the age of 59 years. The funeral
services were held in the church ef which
Rev. J. A. De Bruyn is pastor. /
The Detroit Free Prcu has just moved
into a new building, and on last Sunday
celebrated the event of its removal by is-
suing a mammoth paper of thirty-six
pages— the largest ever printed In this
state.
On accodnt of the depression in the price
of shingles, the Grand Haven lumber
company will shut down its shinglb mill
here until shingles advance, and will man-
ufacture all their legs into lumber. This
turns 250 workmen out.
Next Sunday two young men of our
city, graduates of Hope College, will
preach in Hope Reformed Church. Rev.
Ame Vennema, who preaches in the morn-
ing, has charge of a large and influential
church in New York state. Rev. Bas-
tian Smits, who is to preach in the eve-
ning, has just passed an excellent examin-
ation in the various branches of theology
and baa been licensed to preach by the
Classis of Michigan. Their many friends
will be glad to bear them.
This week Capt. Reub. Rogers of the
steamer A. B. Taylor informed us that he
would run between this city and Chicago
the balance of this season. The boat will
leave here every Tuesday, Thursday and
Sunday afternoon at 8 o’clock, and will
leave Chicago for this city on every Mon-
day, Wednesday aid Saturday. Our bus-
iness men should see that the Taylor re-
ceives a large proportion of their freight as
the benefits of a boat line between this
city and Chicago are many to them.
Mayor Beach received a circular from
the Secretary of State this wqek asking
that the police assist the census enumera-
tor in making a complete enumeration of
all those classes of persons "who have no
Certain fixed place of abede, such as may
be found in lofts in public buildings, above
stores, warehouses, factories, and stables,
these who sleep on boats, barges, etc.,
having no other usual place of abode.”
This class of people, If there are any in our
prosperous elty, should be hunted out and
handed over to the enumerator.
The Michigan State Medical Society
met in annual session at Powers’ Opera
House, Grand Rapids, last Wednesday
and Thursday, June 11 and 12. It was
the nineteenth annual meeting of the So-
ciety. A large number of members were
added to the society at this session.
The Western Michigan Fruitgrowers
society will hold its next regular meeting
in this city en Tuesday, July 1st. As this
meeting is for the purpose of completing
Its organization, adopting by laws and
generally marking out its sphere of future
activity It is of the greatest importance
and well merits a general attendance.
The strawberry and Ice cream festival
of last week Friday night was well at-
tended, and all who participated, ex-
pressed themselves as well pleased.
Though not an entire success financially,
all enjoyed the social features of which
our people have so little. We should be
glad to see another festival given for the
same object in the near future.
If the pleasant weather continues, the
next band excursion to Macatawa Park
will be given next week, probably on Fri-
day evening. The band is preparing a
special program to be rendered at the
Park Hotel on that occasion and hope to
receive a liberal patronage to enable them
to pay their debts and current expenses.
At the request of many who wish to pat-
ronize these excursions, an effort will be
made in future to start promptly at 7 :30
p. m. and return at 10 o’clock. This will
avoid making the stay at the Park so abort
as was necessary with the last excursion.
We can see no reason why these excur-
sions should not become very popular this
season, and we think they will. We also
understand that the band is to give an
open air concert on Eighth street some
evening next week.
Last Wednesday evening a congrega-
tional meeting of the First Church was
held in the consistory room of the church.
A large attendance was present The
meeting was held to decide, by vote of the
members of the chuV^h whether they
should defend t e r case in the quo warran-
to suit before the Supreme Court, the hear-
ing of which is to be en the 24th day of
June. A few of the members entertained
\the belief that the greatest good would
result trom a delivery of the church- ' to
the hands of the other party— the minority
—but they were only a few, and when the
ballot was taken only one dissenting vote
was cast against a defense of the suit.
From tbls action it will be understood
that the troubles of the First Church will
again be before the public fer some time
to come, and once more be a source of
anxiety to many of our citizens who take,
an interest in the matter. It would seen^
to us that the sooner this case is positively
decided, either ene way or the other, the
better it will bo for this city, both co
merclally and socially. *
'
The steamer Macatawa is now running
three trips daily commencing last Mon-
day. The time of arrival and departure
has been fixed as follows: The boat leaves
on her first trip at 8 o’clock in the morn-
ing and returns at 10 o’clock; on her
nd trip she leaves the dock at 10:45
at 12 m; on the third trip she
:45 p. m. and returns at 6:30.
number of passengers carried
X been large but Is on the increase
ddily. Large strings of black and white
bqss, lake perch and an occasional picker-
el^ and muikollonge are being caught.
Tie accommodations at the Park are bet-
ter suited to the wants of guests this year
than last, and minnows can be obtained
at all times at a small cost. Landlord
Bertscb and the amiable and ftell known
landlady Mrs. Jas. Ryder do all in their
power to make guests oomfor table. They
have fitted op the Park Hotel in first-class
ptyle and with large and airy rooms neat-
ly and tastily furnished, there at once
takes possession of all new comers a feel-
ing akin to that, which after a long ab-
sence, is felt on creeling the threshold of
"the dearest spot on earth”— home. That
Messrs. Bertsch & Ryder will be popnlar
with the. visiting public is an assured fact.
with the decoration of tbo church on that
day, and many persons would attend the
church to witness the effect of the chil-
dren’s work, who would not otherwise
come. The resolution was adopted and
e third Sunday in May fixed npon as
e day.
On Monday morning Synod opened
IhRov. Dr. Bishop in the chair. A
mmunlcation from the Classis of Wis-
consin, asking that Synod take farther
steps looking to the suppression of Free-
muenary, was submitted by the com-
mittee on overatures. The determination
of Synod was that this body bad already
done all that it could in' this direction.
The following was offered by Dr. Hartley
and passed:
Reeolved, That the thanks of this Synod
and are herewith most heartily ten-
ered to the president, faculty, and stn-
eats of Hope college and to the numer-
ous friends of tho Reformed Church in
Holland City for the most marked court-
esies and unstinted hospitalities received
at their hands, and to the committee of
arrangements through whose judicious
management nothing was left to make tho
day long to be remembered by all who
participated In the festivities of the oc-
casion. Subscriptions were then received
for the purpose of purchasing a residence
for the president of Hope college. The
amount subscribed was $4,100, of which
$3,050 is to be used for the residence, and
$1,050 for the endowment of the college,
The title of the property will be vested in
the General Synod. The list of contrib-
utors will not be given, by request. It
was resolved that the subscriptien list
made be preserved in the archives of the
General Synod, and the detailed specifi-
cations which may be made appear in the
minutes of the same body.
Tuesday morning Synod was called to
order by Dr. Gordon. Nothing of inter-
est was transacted during the forenoon,
but in the afternoon the committee on
Professorate presented a report. They
represented the difficulties under which
Hope college was conducted, and showed
that a yearly deficit of about $3,000 would
ensue hereafter by reason of the extended
operations now outlined for the college,
unless the Synod afforded permanent and
sure relief. The endowment of Hope
college was urged, and the council of that
institution were directed to bring that
matter before the next Synod. The, Rev.
N. M. Steffens was recommended to re-
election as a member of college council.
Ths services of Drs. Scott sod Mandeville
in raising the debt of the college, were
made the subject of a resolution which
entered in the report. The report of the
committee was then adopted siriatim and
as a whole. A further continuation of
the above report was presented, stating
that there was at the immediate disposal
of the college the sum of $19,968, pro-
vided that theology be restored at that in-
stitution; but the availability of $11,465
of this sum is contiugent upon such res-
toration in 1884, and the balance upon
such action by September, 1885. Com-
muQic&tions from the Particular Synod of
Chicago, the Classis of Wisconsin, and
others were read, urgently requesting the
early restoration of theological instruc-
tion in tho We^t. A lengthy and spirited
debate was indulged in on this subject.
On Wednesday the Synod elected Rev.
John D. Lansing to fill ths sage professor-
ship at Rutgers College. This chair is
that of Old Testsment languages snd ex-
egesis, and has an endowment of $50,000.
Rev. Ame Vennema made a powerful
plea for the restoration of Theology at
Hope College. The Synod in rather an
informal manner restored Theology at
Fish, Poultry and Game
in their season.
I hath Hurt Drill Mail Mil
Moot dolivomd to 'any port of tho
^GltjSfiroo of chart*.
arm me a call;
L C. SEARS,
Holland, Apr. 8, ’84.
SPRING
HAS co:m:e
and —
G. VAN PUTTED & SONS
Hope College.
Thursday R
city was elected as professor of didactic
ev. N. M. Steffens, of this
have received a large Spring stock o
ting of
aud polemic theology at Hope College.
In accepting the proffered chair, Rev.
Steffens stated that it was net without ap-
prehension that he found himself in this
position. It had been assorted in tho dis-
cussion of this matter, prior to the decis-
ion to restore this chair to Hope College,
that a faculty of one chair would be an
apology for and a caricature upon an in-
stltatien of learning; and be knew that
he would have to pursue his work in the
face of ridicule and sarcasm. But he
should enter it with all his heart. Tie was
an adopted son of the Reformed Church
in this country; but across the sea this
church was the church of his fathers snd
he loved it. He said he was a Western
man and believed that he could labor
more effectually here than elsewhere. A
delegation from tho Christian Reformed
Church in session at Grand Rapids, called
on Synod and was received with due re-
spect. Alter a few brief remarks by
members, the Synod adjourned to meet
in Syracuse ono yeir hence, and thus
closed one of the most successful sessions
of this body known tn its history.
goods, consis
Dress Goods*
Cottons*
Tickings*
Print* and
Ginghams
Hosiery*
Corsets.
Hamburg Edgings.
LADIES’ AND GENTS’ HANDKERCHIEFS,
SIX-K ACT 22 OOTTOCTI
A full stock of
QBOCBBIBS
always on htnd.
G. VAN PUTT BN * SONS.
m;
and very fine lineiof
'M
lortains, Will Paptr,
Borders.']
- and-
m
BABY CAB&XAGEBf
PAR/IiOH/
surras,
- - LOUNGES, -
and a general line of furaituro, just ro
eelved at the
Cheap Cash Store
Hejer, Brouwer & Co.
Holland, Mich., March 26. 1884. 8-2m
WYKHUYSEN
— dealsr in-
ill
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.
Ladies' and Gants' Lockets,
Silverware, Platedwara,
Jewelry and Clocks.
M
I alio keep on hand a full line tf
Spectacles!
My stock of
SILVERWARE
is unsurpassed la tbls city.
j a
Particular attention Is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-class and are
sold at low prices.
Como Am and see my Stock. Watokoo
aad Clocks repaired or
short notice.
m
NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST OflTJRCH.
H. WYKHUYSEN.
Holland, Mich., Oct. S4. 1888. *4-1
o H w. VORST,
Ola -------Tho North River Street
Is still alive, and Is ready to make yon a good m
COAT, PANTS, OR VEST,
or to clean and renovate your old and soiled
garments.
yjz
Repairing done Neatly!
and at reasonable prices. Come and convince
yenrself.
Hollahd, Mich., Feb. 89, 1884. ~ 4tf
'm
Now is the dunce
for Famers.
Our popular wagoo manufacturer
J. Fliemao Hr
Offers his superior wade wagons Jnst as eneap aa
anybody sell them in Zeeland, and claima that
they are a
Better wagon in everyway,
!*ndwillmotbo undersold by amyoao.
Call and Examine.
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m
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REPROACH.
BY EDMUND OOSSE.
With my silence thon dost task me,
Why 1 sing no more dost ask me:
“One?," thou ny,'sf« “in larirth fashion
Lore poured out his lyric passion ;
When I ope’d my door, upon it
ire to find a sonnet;I wassui ,
Blossoms took i, •w :lt« or rosy.-
Tnere'd be verse within the posy;
If I rode, or rea •, or slumbered,
Iwasmightllr benumbered;
If I frowne I, dear love, on the:—
Straight, behold, an elegy!
Has some beauty, then, outshone mo.
Since thou raak’st no rhymes upon me?
Ah! thou little needeattellins
That this h?art is ne’er rebelling;--
After one pound, short endeavor
It was lost.— and lost forever.
Sha 1 1 sing my songs thrice over
To so web- beau ng a lover?
Nay, Tra too serenely quiet
For.tlm pu sea* rhyming riot,
Of my tieury now I’m cured,
Of tuy cottstahcy assured ;
Song is pain, and perfect pleasure
Oloits in alienee o cr its treasure.
-’ITie Ceixtury.
Mattard’s Escape,
Mr. Mattard, of the Indian civil
service, was a very susceptible .little
man, bnt- he was genuinely broken-
hearted when Miss Main waring refused
his offer of marriage. His affection for
that young lady was no ephemeral
fancy, and he had put off proposing to
her till almost the last moment before
his return to India from sheer trepida-
tion and anxiety as to the issue of his
courtship. The answer he received was
so unmistakable that it left him no
hope, and he abandoned himself to de-
spair. He went to spend the remainder
of his leave at Southsea, where ho made
the acquaintance of a Col, Creep, who
had three daughters. It would be un-
just to say that Mr. Mattard consoled
himself for his disappointment in the
society of these damsels, but ho cer-
tainly paid them considerable atten-
tion. The fact was that he was con-
stitutionally addicted to mild flirta-
tions, though it was chiefly owing to
pique and wounded pride that he ex-
erted himself to fascinate his. new
friends. But he had no serious inten-
tions, else he would never have escaped
an unengaged man from the accom-
plished blandishments of the Misses
Creep. What might have happened
bnt for his early departure from En-
gland there is no knowing, for, though
his acquaintance with Col Creep’s
daughters was comparatively slight, he
nevertheless carried away with him to
India the portrait of the prettiest of
the trio.
Now the portrait of a pretty girl is
rather a dangerous possession for a
jilted lover whose frame of mind is in-
clined to desperation and despondency.
He*nad looked forward to returning to
India with the object of his blighted af-
fections, and his bachelor's solitude
weighed a good deal upon him during
the voyage. It happened that the lady
passengers onboard ship were singu-
larly uninteresting, and Mr. Mattard
was too much downcast to engage in
flirtation without a little encourage-
ment. He had nothing, therefore, to
distract his thoughts, which were cen-
tered on Miss Mainwaring and his own
unhappiness, except the portait of Miss
He found hiAnnie Creep. mself gaz-
ing upon it rather sentimentally in his
leisure moments, and there is no deny-
ing that it represented a pretty face
and figure. He began to pnrsnsde him-
eelf that he was in love with the orig-
inal; and the upshot was that upon his
arrival in India, after some weeks of
melancholy dejection, he suddenly
cheerd up and wrote to Miss Qroep,
with a proposal of marriage.
When he had done so, he felt like a
new man, and worked himself up into
ss® t SSI
rinee, the other day. I met them on
their honeymoon. Tom, you know, is
up to hiif ears in debt, and has had to
send in his papers in consequence. How
the deuce he is going to keep a wife I
don’t know. However, they seemed
perfectly happy and contented. I ex-
pect old Creep is tearing his antiquated
looks by the handful”
“I am engaged to one of Colonel
Creep’s daughters,” said Mr. Mattard,
stiffly.
“Bless me! you don’t mean it? I
haven’t been to Southsea since I met
you there. Congratulate you, old fel-
low— which is it ?”
“The second one, Miss Annie Creep,”
replied Mr. Mattard, complacently.
“The second ! why, that was the one
I met in Paris— at least, I always
thought so,” said Mr. Mattard's com-
panion.
“Pooh! nonsense!” exclaimed Mat-
tard, with a sudden misgiving. “You
have made a mistake. This is the fu-
ture Mrs. Mattard,” he added, produc-
ing a photograph from the region of his
heart.
“That is the one I mean,” said the
yonng man, the instant he set eyes upon
it. “That's the pretty one— now Mrs.
Hobson.”
“But I tell you that is Annie— Miss
Annie Creep!" dried Mr. Mattard, turn-
ing crimson.
“Not now, my dear fellow. She may
have been Miss Annie Creep once, bnt
she is now Tom Hobson’s wife. You may
take my word for it” said the young
man, convincingly, as he restored the
photograph.
“Good heavens!” exclaimed Mattard,
sinking into a chair, “can it be true?
When did it happen?”
“By Jove ! I’m awfully sorry,” re-
turned the other, apparently realizing
the situation for the first time. “It
never struck me till this instant! I’m
afraid I’ve brought bad news.”
“When did it happen?” repeated Mr.
Mattard, furiously.
“Quite recently— only a day or two
before I left England.* I don’t know
the particulars, for I only heard the
atoty by chanca If I hadn’t met him
in Paris, I shouldn’t have believed it.
I didn’t think Tom was such a fool.”
“I suppose there is no doubt about
it,” murmured Mr. Mattard, turning
suddenly pale.
“I’m afraid not Come and have a
peg, old fellow,” said his friend, look-
ing at him sympathetically. “Of course,
if I had guessed, I wouldn’t have said
anything. But I think you are very
well out of it, and that is the fact Lit-
tle Mrs. Hobson was always a desperate
flirt, and she’ll curl Tom’s whiskers for
him, I’ll be bound.”
“Thanks, I won’t come— not now,”
said Mr. Mattard, as his companion took
him good-naturedly by the arm.
“Please don’t say anything about this
to anybody.”
“Not on any account. I tell you what,
Mattard,” added the young man, cheer-
fully, “I can congratulate you at this
moment with a much clearer conscience
than I did just now, when I heard you
were engaged to one of the Creep girls.
I don’t say there is any harm in them,
hut I don’t think they can muster a
heart between them.”
Bnt consolation of this kind, however
well meant, was not calcslated to soothe
Mr. Mattard in his present state of men-
tal anguish. In fact, he was over-
whelmed by the news he had heard
that lie was hardly conscious of what
his companion was saying. When the
latter had taken his departure Mr.
Mattard became a prey to the most ab-
ject misery. At first he endeavored to
buoy up his spirits with the hope that
after all his informant was laboring
under a misapprehension. He care-
fully read all the letters' he had re-
quite a fever of jealous anticipations ceived from Annie Creep, and their pe-
while awaiting Miss Creep’s reply. He
guessed instinctively that his second
venture would be more successful than
the first, and, sure enough, by the re-
turn mail, came a letter accepting his
offer. , There was a demureness about
Miss Annie Creep’s answer that sur-
prised Mr. Mattard, considering that the
voung lady had done her best to make
herself agreeable to him at Southsea.
She professed astonishment at the
honor he had paid her, as though he
had not particularly singled her out
from her sister when in England by his
attentions. However, a little coyness
in not unbecoming in a pretty girl, and
Mr. Mattard had no serions fault to
find with the tone of his fiance. By
the same post came a letter from Col
Creep, readily accepting Mr. Mattard
as Uis son-in-law, and consenting to his
daughter going to India to be married
at the earliest opportunity.
Mr. Mattard eagerly looked forward
-to the advent of his bride. Unfortunate-
ly, as the cold season had just passed,
-some months would have to elapse be-
fore the yonng lady could safely face
the Indian climate. Mealwhile, the
lovers corresponded regularly. Mr.
Mattard became more than ever con-
vinced that his fntnre happiness was
secured, and Miss Annie Creep seemed
quite reconciled— to say the least— to
jner approaching marriage. One un-
lucky day Mr. Mattard chanced to come
•across a yonng officer newly armed
from England, whom he had met at
•Colonel Creep’s house at Southsea.
When they had exchanged salutations
Mr. Mattard inquired, with pleasing
embarrassment, if his companion had
seen anything of their mutual friends.
“Yes, by Jove!” said the yonng fellow,
with a laugh. “I came overland, yon
know, and as I passed through Paris,
who should I meet but pretty Mrs. Hob-
' “Who is Mrs. Hobson?” inquired Mr.
Mattard, b’ankly. r .
“Oh! I forgot. You haven’t heard,
course. One of the girls— I'm not
•e wiiich is which, but the prettiest,
sd with Tom Hobson, of the ma-
Jf. j;;.- , Y . ' :•
rusal almost convinced him that he had
beeu needlessly alarmed. On the other
hand, however, it was impossible to be-
lieve that his companion had mistaken
the photograph of Annie for one of her
sisters. The resemblance between the
three girls hardly amounted to a family
likeness, and Annie was so much pret-
tier and more striking looking than the
others that no one could fail to distin-
guish her. Even the evidence afforded
by the letters began to lose its value
when he reflected that they might have
been written for the purpose of deceiv-
ing him. It was not at all improbable,
moreover, that Annie Creep’s elope-
ment was a sudden affair, arising ont of
an old attachment ; and it did not neces-
sarily follow that she had never intend-
ed to carry out her engagement to mar-
ry him.
When a man has hardly recovered
from an unsuccessful love affair, he is
not inclined to take a lenient or hope-
ful view of suspicious circumstances
pointing to a repetition of his first ex-
perience. Mr. Mattard found it impos-
sible to resist the conviction that he
once more a victim of woman’swas
end of the voyage it had dawned upon
him most unmistakably that he was al-
ready getting over his disappointment.
In fact, there were moments when he
fancied he conld not have oared for
Annie Creep as much as he imagined.
He certainly soon overcome his original
desire to confront her and demand an
explanation. When he recollected that
her husband might object to snch a pro-
ceeding, he immediately decided to
treat her desertion with contemptuous
silence. Bnt, having arrived at this
determination, he felt a little foolish,
and wondered what he should say to
his friends to account for his unexpect-
ed return to England.
At Malta he obtained all the confirma-
tion he needed of the truth of the story
of Annie Creep’s elopement On going
ashore there for a few hours, he met a
brother officer of Captain Hobson, who
,ffai
proverbial fickleness. His lingering
hopes were crushed by the ominous cir-
cumstance that the next mail from Eng-
land brought no letter from his faith-
less sweetheart. He was seized with a
sort of a frenzied recklessness which
impelled him to return home by the
earliest steamer in order to set his
doubts at rest This, at least, was the
excuse he made to himself for his ab-
rupt departue; bnt the real reason pro-
bably was that he shrank from being
pointed at and condoled with as a man
who had been jilted. His engagement
was known all over the statioh, and it
would be vain to attempt to conceal
what had happened.
It was certainly a great relief to Mr.
Mattard to escape from gossip and tit-
tle-tattle which would be sure to ensue
when it became known that Miss Annie
Creep had married some one else. He
realized tins when, after being a day or
two at sea, be recovered his spirits in a
very remarkable manner. Before the
knew all about the af r. Mr. Mattard’s
disappointment and’ resentment had
reached snch a modified stage that it
was a positive relief to him to learn, on
undeniable authority, that he was a free
man again. He destroyed the yonng
lady’s photograph, consigned her memo-
ry to oblivion, and had serious thoughts
of remaining at Malta, and returning to
India by the next outward-bound
steamer.
However, he had paid for his passage
to England, so he determined to pro-
ceed to his destination, and by way of
giving a colorable object to his journey
the idea occurred to him of once mere
proposing to Miss Mainwaring. His re-
cent unlucky attachment had served to
bring into strong relief the superior
charms of his first love, and it was pos-
sible the young lady might be touched
by his devotion. He finally made up
his mind to try the experiment, and cer-
tainly the project gave a singular zest
to the remainder of his trip. When he
roached England he immediately sought
an interview with Miss Mainwaring, and,
to his joyful surprise, was accepted
without a demur.
Mr. Mattard’s happiness knew no
bounds, especially os the young lady
raised no objection to a speedy wedding
in order that she might return with him
to India, as he wished. The crumbled
rose leaf which disturbed him was the
recollection of his r eceut engagement
to Annie Creep, concerning which he
had been discretely silent. Indeed, ho
had permitted Miss Mainwaring to be-
lieve that the journey to England had
been undertaken for no other purpose
than to repeat his previous offer. It
was to this impression that Mr. Mattard
attributed the favorable answer he had
received and for that reason he disliked
to undeceive her. When they were mar-
ried he meant to confess the truth, and,
meanwhile, considering the disappoint-
ments he had suffered, he might per-
haps be pardoned for taking advantage
of the subterfuge.
He had been in England about six
weeks, when his agent forwarded to
him a packet of letters which had been
sent home from India after him. The
first that caught his eye was in Annie
Creep’s handwriting, and it gave him
an unpleasant shock. He saw at a
glance that the postmark bore date
only a day or two after his departure.
His nervousness vanished as he re-
flected that it was probably the letter
announcing her marriage, and he
opened it with grim satisfaction, rather
curious to know how she would address
him.
He glanced at the date and the sig-
nature with a sudden and unaccounta-
ble misgiving. The first was subse-
quent to her marriage with Capt. Hob-
son, and yet the latter was her maiden
name. Mr. Mattard caught his breath
as he scanned the first lines, and then
hastily arose from his seat, as pale as
the paper he held in his trembling
hand. The sentence which had caused
his alarm was the following :
“We have all had such a dreadful up-
set! Papa is fnrions, and we dare not
go near him. Amelia has run away
with Tom Hobson, an old flame of hers,
who is a dear fellow, but several de-
grees poorer than Job - ”
Mr. Mattard read no further than
this. He glanced again at the signa-
ture, and then sunk helplessly on the
sofa. It was clear to him that there
had been a hideous mistake, and that it
was not Annie who had married Capt.
Hobson. Annie, evidently, still consid-
ered herself engaged to him— as, in
fact, she was; and hence it followed
that he was in the awkward position of
being engaged to two yonng ladies at
once.
Mr. Mattard turned hot and cold by
turns, and for a moment felt completely
mystified. He had shown Annie Creep’s
photographs to both his informants,
and each had recognized it unhesitat-
ingly as Mrs. Hobson. There had been
ho stupid mistakes about names, for he
had relied entirely upon the evidence
afforded by the identification of the
photograph. The only possible expla-
nation was —
Mr. Mattard wiped the beads of per-
spiration from his forehead as the solu-
tion of the mystery flashed across his
mind with painful clearness. It must
have been the photograph which had
misled everybody. He had been carry-
ing next his heart the photograph of
Amelia, thinking it was the counterfeit
presentment of Annie. Or, rather, to
 strictly accurate, he had fallen into
the error of supposing that Annie was
the name of the original of the photo-
graph, when all the time he had been in
love with Amelia^
Mr. Mattard’s horror at the startling
discovery cannot be described. To
make matters worse his friend at Malta
had told him a good deal about the
Creeps which he had not suspected be-
fore, so that he had reason to believe
that it would be rash to rely npon their
consideration and proper feeling. It
was clear that it would be dangerous to
meal his approaching marriage with
Miss Mainwaring, and under the cir-
cumstances he concluded that his wis-
est course would be to make no com-
munication whatever to Miss Annie
Creep. He salved his conscience by
the reflection that, whatever might hap-
pen, nothing would induce him to mar-
ry her, and, if an action for breach of
promise was inevitable, he would rather
the scandal arose after his marriage
than before.
Being a fidgety man of a highly nerv-
ous temperament, it may be imagined
the anxiety which he suffered com-
pletely robbed his courtship of its
pleasure. Every day he expected that
Miss Mainwaring would hear of his
dual engagement, and he regarded it as
a foregone conclusion that the dis-
covery would ruin all his hopes. He
began to look ill and haggard that his
appearance alarmed all his friends, and,
though weeks passed without bringing
about the dreaded revelation, he was
haunted by a dismal presentiment that
his unlucky secret would he revealed
in time to prevent his wedding. All
went well, however, until a few days be-
fore the auspicious event, when he
chanced to look into his agent’s one af-
ternoon for letters. As he was enter-
ing the doorway he ran against a portly
gentleman who was descending the
steps, and, looking up to apoligize, he
found himself face to face with Colonel
Creep.
Mr. Mattard was too bewildered and
confused to speak, until he preceived
that the Colonel, absolutely purple in
the face, was staring at him in
speechless indignation.
“What the deuce are you doing here,
sir?” roared Colonel Creep, with a very
strong expletive. “I thought you were
in India.”
“I returned unexpectedlv gasped
Mr. Mattard.
“Shake hands, Mr. Mattard, ’’said the
warrior, abruptly. “I am glad we have
met. I wanted to have a talk with
yon.”
“I suppose Annie— I mean Miss
Creep— is surprised at not hearing from
me lately,” said Mr. Mattard, extending
a very limp hand.
“Don’t ask me about her, Mattard.
She has treated you devilish badly, and
that is truth. However, it wasn’t my
doing. She knows my sentiments on
the subject.”
“I— I don’t quite understand,” mur-
mured Mattard, beginning to perceive
that the expression on the Colonel’s
face was confused rather than indig-
nant.
“When did you leave India?” in-
quired Col Creep, apparently struck by
Mr. Mattard’s look of bewilderment.
“Oh! some weeks ago now,” said Mr.
Mattard, evasivffiy.
“Is it possible, then, that you haven’t
heard? I’m sorry to say Annie has
followed Amelia’s example and married
without my consent? She surprised
me — grieved me, I should say— by an-
nouncing one morning at breakfast that
she had been before a magistrate and
married Jack Howard of the Bluffs.”
“You don’t say so!” cried Mr. Mat-
tard, while an expression of heartfelt
joy illuminated his expressive counte-
nance. “Good heavens ! This is amaz-
ing!”
“You must bear up, Mattard, bear
up!” exclaimed Colonel Creep, sooth-
ingly, no doubt believing his companion
was staggering under the shock.
“I will,” said Mr. Mattard, stoutly.
Aid to the floored.
1. Bites of all sorts are painful, and
if not treated with expedition and skill
they sometimes prove very dangerous.
The moat common kinds are those re-
ceived from dogs, mosquitoes, and
bears. The rarest kinds are trilobites
and Jacobites.
2. One seldom if ever gets a bite
when out fishing.
3. If about to be bitten by a dog,
while serenading or foraging in a melon
patch, immediately take some violent
exercise in order to preserve a good cir-
eolation. For instance, run a mile or
so without stopping.
4. Never stop running because there
is a man with a club apparently chasing
the dog— sometimes he is encouraging
him.
5. If this does not accelerate the ac-
tion of the heart, climb the nearest
tree. •
6. Do not get down for the purpose
of rescuing the sample of your trousers.
This is one of the dog’s perquisites, and
he wants it for his scrap-hook.
7. When a mosquito begins to bite do
not slap him. Some authdritiea insist
that yon shonld let him finish and then
offer him a tooth-pick and an after-din-
ner cigar.
8. The above rule applies strictly to
mosquitoes and must not be extended
to include dogs or bears.
9. On suddenly entering a parlor
where the mistletoe hangs you may sur-
prise a young man apparently in the
ag lady on the ol
The symptoms which follow this gener-
act of biting a youn$ ic cheek.
THE FAULT DOCTOR.
:?• :V
Fob the prompt cure of ringworm
for’s pretry Dr. Tayl scription composed
of four grains of bichloride of mercury
to one ounce of tincture of myrrh. Of
course this is only for local applica-
*   ~ “ rtion as a paint— Dr. Footers
Monthly.
Dandruff in the Hair.— That very
Dying “visitation of flesh,” says Dr.
Lewis, may be much more easily
anno
Dio
all
tal
lar remedy is a somaire ring app
the third finger of the young lady’s left
hand.— -New York Life.
Still They Ceme.Jj
Applicant — “Here is a manuscript
which I would like you to look over.”
Book-publisher— “It would be useless.
We only accept manuscripts from noted
authors.”
Applicant— “Bnt I am a noted au-
thor. Mv first book ran through many
editions.”
Publisher— “Ah, indeed! Come in,
my dear sir. Take a seat.
prevented than cored. To prevent it
avoid sharp combs and brushes, and
don’t wash the head with cold water.
Scratching the bead with sharp brushes
produces dandruff Dandruff may be
created on the hand by frequent scratch-
ing. In the case of the dandruff in the
hair, the prevention is the cure. Stop
scratching your head.
To Remove Heartburn.— As this is
usually a symptom of some form of
dyspepsia, to prevent it thoroughly, it
will be necessary to cure the disease.
But great temporary relief may gener-
ally bo obtained from the nee of ant-
acids, such as magnesia, lime water,
etc. The great thing is to prevent it,
by the use of a proper diet. Dispose
of pastry as you would if you knew it
to be half arsenic. Let others eat all
the sweet things. Take a large propor-
tion of animal food, though not sak or
smoked meats. Salt and water, or vin-
egar and salt, over the stomach and
bowels, with plenty of friction, should
never be forgotten.
Bathing is conservative of health,
but all persons do not find it so. A
cold plunge bath is by no means a
panacea for all bnman ilk, as some
seem to think. An occasional wash
from head to foot in winter, and bath-
ing frequently in summer, may be con-
sidered among the valuable agencies
for promoting health. But I have
known delicate people to be injured in-
stead of being benefited by cold bath-
ing. For most persons a wet sponge
passed over the surface and followed
soon by friction with a rough towel is
bath enough for health purposes.
When a cold bath is not followed by a
good surface 'glow, it is doing more
harm than good. -Health and Home,
Prevention of Pneumonia.— Oxygen
is the agent by which food is fitted to
repair the waste of the system, and is
equally the agent whereby the effete
matter is fitted to be removed by the
lungs and kidneys. This agent, so
doubly essential to life and health, is
taken up by the lungs from the un-
hreathed air. The amount necessary
is about equal to the amount of food.
In pneumonia, at its second stage, there
is an exudation into some portion of the
lungs. This speedily solidifies and
completely fills up the air cells. 80
rapidly may this take place that two
pounds of such solid matter may be de-
posited in twelve hours or less. Hence
the reason why pneumonia is sometimes
so quickly fatal In case of recovery,
this matter softens, is absorbed into the
circulation, and eliminated by the pro-
per organs, leaving the lungs un-
harmed. If the worn out material of
the system is more than the inhaled
oxygen can prepare for removal, it ac-
cumulates, giving rise to various ail-
ments, and is often deposited at some
points where there is some local dis-
turbance. It may be thus deposited
in the lungs when irritated by a cold;
but no cold causes phenmonia unless
there is this undue amount of effete
matter in the blood. The old are pre-
whichdisposed to it from the changes ______
age effects in the lungs and chest walls;
and so are the very young, from the un-
developed condition of their breathing
powers. But the easy-loving, high-liv-
ing, middle-aged gentlemen are liable
to it from their habits of life, and so are
the sedentary, from very different hab-
its, bnt which equally keep the in-
breathed oxygen uneqnal to the bodily
waste. A few minutes spent daily in
5h(exercise adapted to expand the c est
would permanently enlarge its capacity
and enable the Inngs to take in a corre-
sponding increase of air— an increase,
say from twenty to sixty cubic feet a
d&j.— Youth' k Companion.
Too Patient to Keep.
“Do you love me so dearly as men
have loved women?”, said Mable, find-
ing an easy anchorage for her cheek
about the latitude of his upper vest
pocket and the longitude of his left
suspender.
“More,” said George, with a warm
enthusiasm, for this was about the 214
encore to which he had responded
since eight o’clock. “More, far more
dearly. Oh, ever so much more.”
“Woulcd you,” she went on, and there
was a tremulous impressiveness in her
voice that warned the yonng man that
the star was going to leave her lines
and spring something new on the house,
“would you be willing to work and
b1wait for me, as Rachel waited at the
well seven long yeafs?”
“Seven!” he cried in a burst of gen-
uine devotion. “Seven! Aye, gladly!
Yes, and more ! Even until seven times
seven ! Let’s make it seventy, anyhow,
and prove my devotion !”
Somehow or other he was alone when
he left the parlor, a few minutes later,
and it looks now as though he would
have to wait about 700 years be-
fore he saves fuel by toasting his shins
at the low down grate in that parlor
again. There are men, my son, who
alw«ays overdo the thing; they want to
be meeker than Moses, stronger than
Sampson, and ten times more particu-
lar that Job, the printer ; that is, he
isn’t, bnt he used to Uz.— Burlington
Hawkeys.
Applicant— “I am the author of ‘The
tread-1Bread-Winners.’ ”
Publisher— “Great J osephns ! Anoth-
er one ! Jim, call the dog”— Philadel-
phia Cali ,
In a recent lecture Mr. Buskin said;
1
A
(i
“You never rode a genuine bucking
mustang, did yon?" inquired a gentle-
man who had just returned from a
Western trip. “Of course not You
ought to indulge in the luxury. It is a
luxury to an Eastern man, because
there" are so few who can, or have any
of it. It is hilarious and delighfully
sensational in the extreme. I tried it
while I was up at Blackhawk, about
Denver
un m series, each has a complex grad-
ing, and the different institutions are
intimately belted with each other, and
all driven by the motive power of legis-
ation. As might be expected, the
whole system is run with a view to
jopular effect, which is necessarily fatal
o the best results. —Popular Science
Monthly.
jjia xiia jt, u
10 miles up among the mountains west of
. I wouldn’t take $10 for my
experience, and you can bet your sweet
Duldlife monev wou n’t tempt me to ex-
perience it again. Yon see the boys
wanted to show me about the hills and
mountains, and in order to give me the
full benefit it was decided that we go
horseback. Well, the boys are satis-
fied that I got a full benefit, anyway.
Now, I always thought I was a good
judge of horse-flesh.. I___ ______ _____ _ _ am in any other
section of the country than out there.
The rare atmosphere of that country
makes a man lose all confidence in his
judgment, especially if he has relied
upon it as to distance, and started out
on what he thought was a half an
hour’s walk, to find that to make the
distance in twenty- four hours, with a
good team of horses, would be making
rapid time. Well, as deceptive as your
judgment may be in distances, it is not,
under any circumstances, to be depend-
ed upon to pass an opinion, mental or
otherwise, on a horse. Why, hang it,
an Eastern man hasn’t any confidence
left to depend on after a week’s sojourn
in that country. When the boys brought
the horses around in front of the hotel,
I couldn’t help but notice one of the lot,
which seemed born to lead funeral pro-
cessions, or else given to deep though
on things other than those which a
horse is supposed to think about A1
thought of racing, jumping, and squeal-
ing, which seemed to occupy the minds
of his half-dozen fellow-horses, didn’
seem to have anyplace in his brain.
No, he was not of that order. I heart
one of the boys call him ‘Deacon,’ anc
that settled it. That was the horse !
would ride. I got onto him, and he
started off all right; but, now I come
to think about it there was an unusua
interest taken in me and that horse the
moment I said I would ride him. We
had gone, maybe, half a block, when
we began to canter. I then hoticec
that my horse had something on his
mind; or, as it now seems, on his back,
which he seemed to want to be relieve(
of; but, before I could determine what
to do about it, I had been about four
feet up in the air, landed again in the
saddle, began to see comets by the
mill on, was up in the air again, landet
again, and bit my tongue, and then the
darned beast seemed to have an idea
that I. wanted him to waltz. I never
took such a whirl in all my born days.
He waltzed around about a dozen times,
and then made a most peculiar move-
ment-jumped off all four feet, landet
in the road with his feet drawn to-
gether, and his back humped up
worse than a camel’s. I didn’t land
the saddle this time, as before, bu
somehow— I don’t exactly remember
how it was done— I found myself sittin
in the road. I think I must have sun
the back of my pants about two fee
right into the solid earth, so unexpect-
ed was the meeting. When I fully
realized that I had changed base,
turned to look for my horse, and there
he stood, with his nose within a foot o
me, looking as solemn and uninterestet
os a Chinese laundrymon. What abou
my companions ? Well, they were a
doubled up with cramps, I should judge
by their looks; but by the noise they
made, I think they must have seen
something funny to "laugh at I wasn’t
discouraged, but I don’t believe I’ll
ever have another attack of dyspepsia.
If ever a man’s stomacn gets out o’
kilter, a bucking horse will shake every-
thing back into place. Well, I was
bound to ride that horse or die in the
attempt. I remounted, and before I
was fairly seated in the saddle away he
went licketylane, my coat-tails sticking
out so you could play chess on them if
The education factories
Mr. J. Hirach, College Point Brewery,
h. I, N. Y., writes that he employe a largeXi. JL, « I., nws urni u iuja u imgu
number of hones and hands, and, having
tried St. Jacobs Oil, the great pain cure, for
rheumatism, aches, and pains of his men,
and for galls, splints, thrush, wind-galls,
and other affections of his horses, finds it a
superior to all remedies, and would not be
without it.
A Trick on a Spider.
A great many years ago, a prisoner
of state, who was allowed to cheer the
solitude of his dungeon by playing on
r a while that,lis flute, discovered afte
every time he played, a great number
of spiders gathered about him. Since
hen, the liking of spiders for music
ias been proved. I myself had often
wished to play for a spider audience,
rat I was not well enough acquainted
with any musical instrument to coax a
tune out of it.
A scientific gentleman of Europe
gave me a valuable hint by an experi-
ment of his own. He used a tuning
fork. Now I can play a tuning-fork as
well as anybody. I procured a tuning-
fork, and then sought out a spider. I
found a handsome, brand-new web, and
though I did not see Mistress Epeira,
I knew she must be at home. Epiera
diadema is her full name, though most
persons call her a garden spider. It is
she who makes those beautiful, wheel-
like webs which festoon the rose-bushes
and trees.
As I have said, Madame Spider was
not visible. I knew, however, she must
The condition known by physicians
as floating kidney —meaning a kidney
which has become loosened from its
proper attachments and goes floating
about the abdomen, being found in
places where it does not belong — is
rather rare. But a physician who had
made a study of snob oases attributes
the most of them to tight lacing. This
is, of course, one af the most serious re-
sults that may follow this prevalent
folly of fashion; but probably where
one woman is so seriously injured a
thousand have some loss important im-
pairment of health due to the same
cause.— Dr. Foote's Health Monthly.
be in her gossamer parlor, which is at-
‘ “ hitached to er web.
Here was a good chance to try tuning-
fork music. I rapped the fork on a
stone, and in a moment a soft, melo-
dious hum filled the air. I touched one
of the spokes of the web with the fork.
On the instant, Madame flew out of her
parlor in great haste, hesitated a mo-
ment at the outer edge of the web, and
then, instead of going straight to the
tuning-fork, ran to the very center of
the web. *
When there, she quickly caught hold
each of the spokes one after the other,
and gave it a little tug, as a boy does
his fishing-line to see if a fish is hooked.
Who Has a Stomach
Of which he or she can truthfully say. “It was
never out of order." There are some human
“Interiors" whose digestive powers seem akin to
those of the ostrich. Yet It may well be doubted
If even they have not felt a passing dyspeptic
qualm at some time or other. Thonsands less
lucky, the chronic victims of Indigestion, have,
although the Inherent weakness of their
stomachs seemed an Insuperable obstacle to re-
covery, eventually regained complete digestion
by the use of Hostetler's Stomach Bitters, fore-
most of American tonics and correctives. The
tone and activity of the liver and bowels are
Mr. D. H. Baroaby, of Owego, N. Yn says
that his daughter was taken with a violent
cold which terminated with pneumonia, and
all the best physicians gave the ease up and
said she could live but a few hours at most.
She was In this condition when a friend rec-
ommended Dr. Wm. Hall's Balsam for the
Lungs, and advised her to try It She ac-
cepted it as a last resort, and was surprised
to find that it produced a marked change for
the better, and by persevering in Its use a
cure was effected.
Risking Health attd
•f a Well-Known Official of Lowell,
Mas*. — Chronic ^  Kidney Dlseaee
Cured by Dr. David Kennedy’s Fa-
vorite Remedy, of Rondont, IV. T.
I hay* had Catarrh for yean In Its worst
form. Before I had used one bottlo of Ely’s
Cream Balm, droppings Into my throat had
ceased, pain and sorene«a in ray head was re-
moved, as well as deafness. It gives mo Imme-
diate relief for cold In the head.— Mm*. J. D.
Haq adorn, Union, N. Y. | Price 60 cents.]
Pur* Cod-Liver Oil, made from selected
livers on the sea shore, by Cabwbll, Hazard
& Co., Now York. It is absolutely pure and
sweet. Patients who have onoo taken It
prefer it to all others. Physicians have de-
cided It superior to any of the other oils In
market
A ba(.dhbaded man, who Ims hoard that
the hairs of a man's head arc numbered,
wants to know if tlicre Is not some place
where he can obtain the back numbers. Car*
bollne will supply the demand.
Skinny Men. "Wella* Health Rcnower’ restores
health and vigor, cures Dyspepsia, Impotence. |L
ilkewtsiT Increased by this highly accredited
' ~ evermedicine, the purity and efficacy of which long
since won forli apopularlty which time has only
served to augment. Built up with the Bitters, a
It ..... * ‘ L'Jsystem no longer weak, may bid detianco to
malaria and resist other causes provocative of
ill-health. The rheumatic, and persons suffer-
ing from Inactivity of the kidneys and bladder,
also find It a genuine source of relief.
Each was passed by until she came to
upon which the tuning-forkthe spoke  ______ Y
rested. There she stopped, and it was
easy to see she was excited. She gave
the whole web a shake ; then tugged at
the spoke again. “Hum-m-m-m” still
sang the fork, rather faintly now, how-
ever.
Madame was satisfied. Her mind was
made up. Down she darted and caught
the end of the fork in her arms. She
tried to bite into the hard metal, and at
the same time she spun a web of silk
around and around the two prongs,
which by this time had ceased vi-
brating.
I pulled the fork away, and Madame
Epeira retired in disappointment to the
center of the web. But if she was dis-
appointed, so was I, for I was satisfied
thi ' ........._„at it was not the musio of the fork
that had attracted her. Unfortunately,
it was altogether too probable that she
mistook the hum of the fork for the
buzz of a fly — a sort of music no doubt
very sweet to her.
Time after time I repeated the exper-
iment with the fork, touching in turn
each spoke of the web, and each time
Madam Spider was deluded into trying
to capture the tuning-fork. It was odd
that she did not learn wisdom by re-
peated disappointment. —Jo/m R.
Coryell, in St Nicholas.
you could have kept up with us, when
he came to a ditch. This he jumped,
then he went over a fence into a man’s
barn-yard, about a mile from whe:e we
started, and dumped me again by sud-
denly stopping without giving me notice
of his intentions. Now yen know as
well as I that that was taking advantage
of me, a stranger ; and, not being used
to the customs of the country, I went
right on over the horse’s head, and lit
on the ground in such a peculiar man-
ner as to fresco my face and rake every
button off my vest. That settled it. I
didn’t want to ride horseback any more
that day, and ever after that I was as
svspioious of every sober-looking horse
or pious-looking mule that I met in
Colorado. Why, a pious-looking man
couldn’t enjoy my company. I was so
darned ’f raid he’d get excited and buck
and do some damage I couldn’t be
agreeable.” When asked if he would
recommend horseback riding as an ex-
ercise, he said: “Walk if you are able;
if not, don’t ride”— Peck's Sun.
Moll Davis of the Dragoons.
She joined the Second Scots Grays,
then Lord Hay’s Dragoons, and in 1695
was present at the siege of Namur.
After the peace of Ryswick the regi-
ment was reduced, and she received her
discharge. Making her way to Dublin
she found that none of her friends rec-
ognized her, and, being unable to sup-
port, did not claim her children or
A writes on the emotions of infants
says curiosity shows itself the minute a
child begins to take interest in other
things besides its food; and when,
though it carries everything to its
month, it does so merely because the
tongue .is the finest as well as the most
exercised organ of touch. At this
stage the child handles things, looks at
them closely, pulls them to pieces, and
so in playing instructs himself.
A remedy that has proven itself a never-
falllns cure for scrofula and all nervous
disorders must quickly cure less terrible
blood diseases. Dr. Uuysotfs Yellow Dock
and Sarsaparilla is such a perfect blood
purifier and strengthener of bodily func-
tions, that It cures the above diseases even
when Hot Springs and all other treatment
has failed. Komemler, it Is absolutely free
Irom mineral poisons, and will not injure the
most delicate constitution. Its use will make
you feel buoyant, strong:, and well, and will
rid your system of all blood impurities and
every internal and external indication of
disease. _ ___
Extinguishing Fire with Steam.
A German contemporary says the in-
troduction of steam in inclosed spaces
for the purpose of extinguishing fires
has been successfully tested in Berlin.
The owner of a steel-pen factory in that
city, in consequence of frequent out-
breaks of fire in the drying-rooms, had
steam-pipes placed in three of the
rooms, shut off by short, soldered
pipes of an easily flowing alloy of lead
and tin, arranged to work automatic-
ally. One day a hissing noise mode the
fireman aware that one of these appli-
ances was brought into action, and it
was found on examination that the con-
tents of the drying-room had become
ignited, but that the steam set free had
extinguished the fire before it could
spread _ _
Chapped Hands, Face, Pimples and rough
Skin, cured by using Junipkii Tar Soap, made
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York.
“Bough on Tooth Ache.” Ask for It. In-
stant relief, quick cure. 16o. Druggists.
For a cold in the bead, there It nothing so
good as Plso’s Remedy for Catarrh.
’'Rough on Pain” Porous Plaster, for Back-
ache, Pains In the Cheat, Rheumatism. 26c.
Beware of the incipient stage* of Consump-
tion. Take Piso’s Cure In time.
“Rough on Dentist" Tooth Powder. Fine
Smooth, Cleansing, Refreshing, Preservative. 16a
rap*!
for. fain.
AND ALL OfUEB HODILT PAINS AIP ACMm
THE CHARLES A. VOOF.I.ER CO.
i m a. vuusiasaoo-1 fcuiBtw.nSnC.*.*.
T must have other help or die.“ exclaimed City Ae-
acuor Francis Coward, of Sumner street, LowelL
Mass., to his physician. Like so many other pnblla
men, Mr. Coward waa In early life strong, stalwart
and a perfect stranger to physical infirmities. Bat
the excitements of a busy life, and the nervous strain
caused by business engagements, together, peibsp*
with some Inherited tendency (for the tendency la
often inherited), had made him, he Bays, "aa most cf
my friends In Lowell are aware, a great sufferer from
kidney troubles. As a matter of course I procured
the best of medical attendance, but without real ben-
efit." He also bad inflammation of the proetata gland.
Utterly discouraged, be inyeeted a dollar In DR.
DAVID KENNEDY’S FAVORITE REMEDY,
of Rondout, N. Y. That waa two or three years ago.
Under date of Feb. IS, 1864, he says : Hy health Is the
beat It has been for years. I still use FAVORITE
REMEDY occasionally. I always keep it in Of
house. 1 have had many letters of Inquiry shoot ay
case, and I always recommend it aa one of tbs heat of
medicines for such troubles, /or I hate um4 most «0
other median# for rtmllar troubl# without bentftr
Buch an amphatic indorsement from such a aouroa
ought to be perfectly oonvlnoinK to all eofferen. Dr.
Kennedy has used FAVORITE REMEDY in hi*
practice for twenty years. It la purely vsgstahU,
non-alcoholic, safe, aura, student If taken as directed.
Try it
BITTERS
imiiram
Liver and Kidney Bemedy,
Compounded from the well known l
Curatives Hone, Malt, Buehu, MM*
drake. Dandelion, Baraaparilla. Or ~
cars Bagrada, eta. combined with i
agreeable Aromatic Elixir.
I THEY CURE DYSPEPSIA ft HDIOMOII|
_ J let «po* UeLIver^aai Kidneys,
[ REGULATE" TCT BOWELS,
[They cure Rheumatism, and all Url-f
nary trouble*. They invigorate,
nourish, strengthen and quiefe
_ the Nsrvoua System. .
A* a Tonic they have no Iqual.
' Take none but Hops and Mall Ritters.
- FOR SALE BV ALL DEALERS.-—
Hops and Malt Bitter* OOs
DETROIT, MICRA SUM 1 H
FRUEBauf,
A barrxl of money makes a hog set in *o-
clety.— Neu> Orleans Picayune.
Don't You Do IL
Don’t suffer any longer with the palna and
ache* of Rheumatism, which make life a
burden to you. Relief, speedy and permanent
can be procured at the nearest drug store,
In the form of Kidney-Wort Klbrldge Mal-
colm, of West Bath, Me., says: “I wa> com-
pletely prostrated with Rheumatism and Kid-
ney troubles and was not expected to recover.
The first dose of Kidney-Wort helped me. Six
doses put mo on my feet. It has now entirely
cured me, and I have had no trouble since.”
make herself known. On the rebreaking
her oldout of the war she re-enlisted in h
dragoon corps and fought at Nimeqnen,
at the siege of Yenloo, and at Liege,
In the second attack at Schellenberg
she was shot in the hip, bat the ball
was never extracted. "While she was in
Machine Education.
We hear much of the bad effects of
machine politics, but it is questionable
if the effects of machine education are
not far worse. By machine education,
we mean the rigid, mechanical, law-
established routine applied to great
multitudes of children, of all conceiva-
ble sorts, who are got together in large
establishments and submitted to opera-
tions that go under the name of mental
education. Machine education is of
the very lowest sort, and the best that
can be -aid of it is, that it is Rarely
better than nothing at all. The worst
difficulty is that it is not capable of im-
provement. The metho<
caily false, so that the
of it makes it worse,
it borrows influence from its e
the hospital her sex was more than
once in great danger of discovery.
After the battle of Blenheim, being
appointed guard over some prisoners,
for the first time since her departure
from Dublin she saw her husband —
making love to a Dutchwoman ! She
found he was serving in Orkney’s Regi-
ment and made herself • known to him,
reproaching him with faithlessness, but
freely forgiving him and telling his
comrades that she was his brother. On
the termination of the war she gave
him a piece of gpld, and, declining to
resume her character as a woman and a
wife, bade him adieu. An odd incident
in her career was being compelled to
pay for the support of an infant of
which she was pronounced the father !
In Holland more than one girl fell in
love with “the pretty dragoon,” as her
comrades called her. At last, at the
battle of Bamillies, and just at its close,
her skull being fractured by a ball,
her sex was discovered. She was tre-
panned, and in ten weeks had recov-
ered, but she was not allowed to re-
sume her male costume. Lord John
Hay promised that she would never
want. Brigadier Preston bought her a
handsome silk gown. She was induced
to receive her husband back, the cere-
mony was re-enacted, and all the officers
Thkre’b always room for one mower— In
the hay-ileld.—New York World.
Horsford’a Acid Phoaphmte.
MAKES A COOLING DRINK.
Into half a tumbler of ioe-water put a
teaspoonful of Acid Pboiphate; add sugar
to the taste.
All dog* have their daze when hit with a
club.— New York Journal.
CT“A Thing or Beauty.— The most brill-
iant shades possible, on all fabrics are made
by the Diamond Dyes. Unoqualed for brillian-
cy and durability. 10c. at druggist'*. Send
2o. for 32 Sample Colors. Wells, Richardson
A Co., Burlington, Vt.
It seems strange that no matter how much
gold a man may steal be is only sent to the
penitentiary for the guilt. _
Ant lady who desires further Information
than can be given In the limited public space
of newspaper columns can obtain Mrs. Lydia
E. Pinkham’s pamphlet, “Guide to Health,”
by sending a stamp to Lynn, Mass.
Nobody ever’ thought It necessary to urge
s pawnbroker to take more Interest In his
business.— Boston Transcript.
A Wonderful Substance.
The results whleh are attending the ad-
ministration by Dre. Starkey A Palen, 1109
Girard st, Pbila., of their vitalizing remedy
for chronic diseases, give new surprises to
patients and physicians every day. If you
have any aliment about which you are con-
cerned, write for information about their
treatment. It will be promptly sent
of her regiment were present at a very
merry, frolicsome wedding-feast, every
“Put up” at the Gault House.
The business man or tourist will find flrst-
class accommodations at the low price of f 3
and *2.50 per day at the Gault House, Chica-
go, corner Clinton and Madison streets. This
far-famed hotel Is located in the center of the
city, only one block from the Union Depot
Elevator; all appointments flrstclass.
H. W. Hoyt, Proprietor.
• • •LYDIA PINKHAM’S • •
VEOHABLE COMPOUND
•••ISAPOSmVXOUREFOR*”
• M those palnfal Complaints * and Weakaenee so common •• to oar best ••••••• • ra*11** POPULATION. • •• / Mae II la idler bMifeftra.
•IU pappoee it eoWf for the lejtttmate healing of
ditease and the relief cf vain, and that U dote a. I
it olaimetodo,tJumeande of ladles tan gUidli/tetOfir. *
• It will cure entirely nil Ornrinn trouble*, Inflnimnn-
Uon nod Ulceration, Falling and Displacement!, and
• It remote* FaintneM.n&tulftner, destroys *n craving
forstlmuluits.aad relieve* Weaknreeof the Stomach.
It oore* Moating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
General Debility, Bleeplruanesa, Depression and Indl
pestlon. Thai feelingof bearing down, causing pain,
and backacha, ia always permanently cu red by its use.
• Send stamp to Lynn, Maea, for pamphlet Let ten of
Inaulry confidentially answered. ForealeatdrvgaieU.
FAUNr.
Pain ia supposed to be the lot of ne poor mortals,
aa inevitable a* death, and liatilo at any time to come
open os. Therefore it is important that remedial
agent* should be at hand to be used in an emergency,
when we are made to feel the excrndaUng agonies of
pain, or the depressing iiifluciu o of <0*eaae.
Buch a remedial agent exists in that old Reliable
Family Remedy,
PERRY DAVIS’
Pain-Killer
It was the first And Is the only perma-
nent Fain Believer.
ITS MERITS ABE UNSURPASSED.
There ia nothing to equal it. In a law moment* it
cure*
Colic, Cramps, Spasms, Heartburn, Db
arrhora, Dysentery, Flux,
Dyspepsia, Sick
Headache.
It la found to
CURE CHOLERA
When all other Remedies fail.
WHEN USED EXTERNALLY, AB A
quickernothing gives uit — .
HrulM-s, Sprains. Btln
Hcalds. It removes the £
like ordinary sore*. Those
tiam, (lout, or Neuralgia, Ifsm.Oou
___ LINIMENT.
In Buna, Cuts,
ga from Inserts, and
t lire, and the wound beala
___ _____ __  suffering with Rhenma-
______ iL r ralgUj not a positive cure, they
find the PAIN-KILLEK gives them relief when noilllli MIC A /lAAV-JAS K* vv *-•«« *»* svosv*WMWM MW
other remedy will. In sections of the country where
FEVER AND AGUE
Prevails there Is no remedy held in (prater esteem.
Persons traveling should keep it by them.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
man ‘present laughingly giving a kiss
to the martial bride, and the prao-
Lirz had become a burden to L. 8. Hill, of
East Montpelier, Vt., but the new ipsclfio
for rheumatism and neuralgia made a new
man of him. He writes: “I had been suf-
[WORK— Elegant
lll-MS®,
RUSRffiSSKBffi
BIST IN THI WORLD. U
XT Get the Genuine. Sold Everywhem.
A UXt ox TK* VUilSA OF
-1*- tb* man.loa «f wmIU SB*
In Um 1UU* eolUf* «pcm Dm kQi
will Um nfrwhtas lataMM r*
nMft'* r«4 hi.m *!«• *• <»-
tartot. II b nonrblitM, MtbMa*.
uil U prtywal In » fcw mlnitM.
y»ll 4tmtloM nrcon.puy «ck <aa
for rmunb, pnddlngt, «U. Pvt
U four .b.. .<V,, He., |!.», Mi, in io«r mc i
- 'IMA No. 4 »b* MptrUII
. H.n.i ... wonto fonillbt. Hrml to WOO
On., Fnlu.fr, Mn-., for
UvftinpM
ULRICH *
FnmybUts.
THE TIFFIN
I MACHINERY!£ For Horae or Steam Power
£kiHundreds of the best men in^MJJtatesand Territoriea use it and
other)
ave no
« RELIABLE! DURABLE! SIKPLEI
icguel»^u*?DAddreaaCU,*0m_egue rua. - --- — —
LOOMIH A NYMAN, Tiffin, Ohio.
Furnished upon abort notice^ at Jo west
eiay term*. Al*b
[envelol
bend
 prieea and
p, cardboard and’
office. _
Jiaure. exsimj man maasnam v* »
w*__ _ a. • f _ ene __ __ A i — . — SI IUNIONT 2!1 k zri Franklin Strait, Chicago, 111.
Important Reduction lu the Price of
VASELINE
(PETROLEUM JELLY.)
1-onnce bottles reduced from Kteto 10&-
2*ounre bottles reduced from 25c te 15c.
5-ounce bottles reduced from 50c to 25e»
The public must not arretd any but original goods
bottled by ua, as tbs imilaiioai ars worthless.
Chssebrongh Mannfacttring Co* New York.
MM The Oldest Medicine in the World te
I  probably Dr. Isaac Thompson’s U
Uelebrated Eve Witsll
sa e of this article is constantly Increasing. If the^
rections are followed It will never fail, we partico-
Urlr invite tbo attention of physicians to tta merita.
ns 6 Co., Troy, N. Y
—jy ------- ---
John L. Thompson, Ba A
30 DAYS’ TRIAL
DR.
ono* tor IR 3
mstmm
Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall, Mioh.
1
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%
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4 TIMELY BOOK,
Live* of Blaln# and Logan.
ADDCuncemeDt is made of the rapid
>tm
&
!iv>
P
Van Oort & Beewte AND STJMMESR.
Succeseow to W. C. MELI8.
completion of i pictorial work comprising
the lives of the presidential candidates on
the Republican ticket, written by the vet-
eran author, Mr. J. W. Buel, and pub-
lished by N. D. Thompson & Co., 8t.
Louis, Mo., and New York. This work
ii sold through agents exclusively. It is
designed, not only to serve the popular
taste and want in giving, exhaustively,
the facts in the boyhood and manhood of
the candidates their private lives and
public services-but to have a more en-
during interest than the ordinary cam-
paign book. To this end the publishers
have engaged on the work a corps of
skilled designers and engravers to elegant-
ly and profusely illustrate the scenes and
incidents in the lives of these eminent men,
bo prominently before the people. Per-
sonal anecdotes and reminiscences will con
stitute a leading and certainly a most en-
tertaining and instructive feature of this
fine work.
Mr. Buel has marked ability, and en-
joys especial distinction as a biographical
writer. While exhaustive in the recital
of facts, his powers of analysis, and his
keen insight into the philosophy of events
and measures, give him special promi-
nence among American writers of person-
al history. It is not too much to say that
he is better prepared for the work in hand
than any other American author. Ac-
credited by our government in his tour
and residence in Russia and Siberia, his
are Belling and keep for Bale some very fine
COOKING STOVES,
AND RANGES.
have been received in immense quantities at the One-Price Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON, HOLLAND, MICH.
Ladies are invited to call and examine our stock of
great work on Nihilism and exile life in
Siberia gave him a standing in the highest
A largo stock of Spring Dress Goods, New Style of Prints, i Dressfatterns.
alwaya on hand.
Wc have a large assortment of
Faint 1 Calcimine Brushes.
CIHAiMBIR/.A.Y, OHAnSABR/AY,
a new dress goods that is rapidly growing very popular with ladies.
Towelings, Table Linen, Hosiery, Lace, and Calicos
• ' in an endless number of styles and designs.
In the Clothing Department we have some of the finest
ALABASTINE Mene’ and Boys’ Spring
ever brought to this city.
Snits
in all shades.
literary and official circles in this country
as b writer at once conscientious, forcible
and picturesque. This has given him uo- [
surpassed facilities for procuring all the
material for the work now in hand. As
a book of fascinating interest, beauty and
profuseness of illustration, and of com-
prehensiveness of fact, it will commend
itself to every voter.
To the book agent this rare combina-
tion of authentic history, pictorial illus-
tration and brilliant authorship, will at
once suggest the universal demand it will
create, and also the advantages in interest
H has over the ordinary campaign book,
and the grand opportunity it offers for
profitable agency. We advertise it in an-
other column.
Fine Business Suits ranging in price from $8 to $1 8.
Hats and Caps, Gent’s Furnshing Goods, Etc., Etc.
The best of A FRESH STOCK OF GROCERIES CONSTANTLY ON HAND.
Paints, Oils, Varnishes,
and White Lead.
COME EARLY and GET BEST BARGAIN'S
Holland, Mich., April 3d, 1884.
can be obtained of us. JAS. HUNTLEY,
We keep all klndfl of
Clipped from Canada Pmbyterian, un-
der aignature of C. Blackett Robinson,
Propr. : I was cured of bilious headaches
by Burdock Blood Bitters.
A perfect galaxy of portraits appears
in this month's issue of the Musical
World, and the miscellany and other
matter of interest to musical people is es-
pecially attractive. The musical news
from all parts of the world, and the in-
structive articles on teachiog, etc., as well
as the biographical sketches, make the
June number of the World a most wel-
come visitor. Price of the World per
annum, $1.50; single copy 15 cents. S.
Brainard's Bens, 136 State street, Chicago,
Illinois.
Bailed Pence Wire
COPPER, TIN, AND IRONWARE,
WHIPS, PUMPS,
GRIND STONES, FISH TACKLE,
CARPENTERS' TOOLS, SASH, AND
GLASS, ETC., ETC.
GIVE US A CALL.
All the United States senators but two
wear spectacles.
A Walking Skeleton.
Mr. E. Springer, of Mechanicsburg, Pa.,
writes: "I was afflicted with lung fever
ahd abscess on lungs, and reduced to a
walking skeleton. Got a free trial bottle
of Dr. King’s New Discovery for Con-
sumption, which did me so much good
that I bought a dollar bottle. After using
three bottles, found myself once more a
mao, completely restored to health, with
a hearty appetite, and a gain in flesh of 48
lbs.’’ Call at H. Walsh’s Drug Store and
get a trial bottle free. Large bottles $1.00.
Little boys in Mexico who obey their
teacher in school are rewarded by being
allowed to smoke while they study. u
infla-• Backache, stitches in the side,
mationand soreness of the bowels are symp-
toms of a disordered state of the digestive
and assimilative organs, which can be
promptly and thoroughly corrected by the
use of Ayer's Cathartic Pills. As dinner
pills, and as aids to digestion, they have
no equal. They cure constipation.
A Weak Back, with a weary aching
lameness over the hips Is a sign of dis-
eased kidneys. Use the best kidney cur-
ative, which is Burdock Blood Bitters.
Strawberries.
Any person or persons who desire straw-
berries either for canning purposes or for
the table, can have them delivered to their
homes regularly by applying to
H. UITERWIJK,
19-4w Cor. Fourteenth and River St.
Cure for Croup.— Use Dr. Thomas
Eclectric Oil. It is the best remedy for
all sudden attacks of colds, pain and in-
flammation, and injuries.
m The Fountain of Youth.
Dyspepsia is the prevailing malady of
civilized life. A weak dyspeptic stomach
fe-a
slowly or not at all on many
food gases are extricated, acids
and become a source of pain
until discharged. To be dys-
is to l^e miserable, hopeless, de-
. confused in mind, forgetful, ir
drowsy, weak, languid and use-
We promise prompt and gentlemanly
and good bargains, to all who trade with
treatment
as.
Estimates given for all
kinds of buildings fin-
ished and completed.
Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.
VAN OORT. & BEEUWKES.
Holland, Mich., April 2, 1884. 42-tf
Stairs, Hand Hailing, Sash
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings
Brackets, etc. made and
furnished.
TUTT’S
PILLS
TORPID BOWELS,
DISORDERED LIVER9
_ and MALARIA.
From these sources arise three-fourths ol
the diseases of the human race. These
symptoms indicate their existence : Loss el
Appetite* Bowels costive, Sick Head*
ache, foluaeas alter eating, aversion So
exertion of body or mind. Era elation
of food, Irritability of temper, JLow
•plaits. A feeling or barlng neglected
some duty, IMzzlness, Finite ring at thentte lngi
HeartjDots before the eyes, hlgiu;
red Urine, COKfTIPATIOlC ai
yeol"
nd do-& * avri., ouu u
xn&nd the use of a remedy that acts directly
ledldneTUTT’Son the Liver, As aLiver medicine'
PILLS have no equal. Their action on the
Kidneys and 8kin is also prompt ; removing
all impurities through these three “scav-
engers of the system,** producing appe-
tite, sound digestion, regular stools, aclear
skin and a vigorous body. TUTPS PILLS
cause no nausea or griping ner interfere
with daily work and are a perfect
S!,,H!S3S.S.J#SSA?!A
Him HAIR DYE.
Gray Hair or Whiskers changed in-
OME
Office and shop on River Street,
near the corner of Tenth Street,
JAS. HUNTLEY.
Holland, May 27, 1883.
stantly to a Glossy Black by a single ap-
plication of this Dye. Sold by Druggists,
or sent by express on^recelptof ^ 1*^
nnTMANa*roTaiEn\NIEC{in* no.
HE. BOOITB,
17-tf.
0. J. VAN DUREN, W. VAN DER VEERE
City Meat Market,
The oldest established Stable In the city.
On Market Street, near Eighth.
VAN DUREN &C0., Prop's?
&&
,v
Having lately re opened the “City Meat Market’
In the First Ward, we kindly Invite the citizens
of this city to glye ns a "call.”
We Intend to keep our market supplied with the
best and choicest meats that^can be procured.
I have the newest and best HEARSE In this
city, with the finest hones and carriages for funeral
purposes, which I will furnish
as cheap, if not cheaper
than Any party in this city.
H. BOONE.
Holland. July 28th, 1882. 25-tf
We make
GEO. T. McCLURE,
[-'-Dealer In-
and can assure our patrons that the Laid pur
chased of us, is perfectly pure and of fine quality.
G.J.VAN DUREN A CO.
Holland. Mich., Feb. 15. 1888. 2-
OUT OF ORDER.
For Sale S 2
Sewing Machines,
AND MUSICAL IWSTRUiAeNTS.
EQUAt
f 30 UNION SQUARE NEW YORK.
o-
Kw* fOR SALE BY
r GK *
MEYER, BROUWER CO.
U
destrays the Teeth, Complexion,
Peace of Mind, and Bodily-ease.
itn in Shoulders,
Chest, Dizziness,
Bad Taste
Palpitatien afs, rsip
igs, Pain in the
a hundred ether
invariably
the great
dealers in
mmm m wall m
— and—
BTTRXAX. CASKETS.
River St.. Holland. Mich.
n AT |\ for the wsrklng class. Send 10 ceats
uULD imism sstt
that will put you in the way of mak-
ing more money In a few days thaa yon
thought possible at any buslnes*. Capital ni
Paired. We will start you. You can work a
time or in spare time only.
salty adapted to both sexes,,
can easily ear* from 50 cents to
That all who want work ma
The work is aalrer-3 and old.•erenlng
County Poor Farm.
The Board of Supervisors of Ottawa
county, Mich., have instructed the Com-
mittee on Poor to sell the Poor Farm.
This farm consists ot about 215 acres, 150
acres under cultivation, the balance in
timber. Dislocated 1 mile from East-
manvilleand Smiles from Coopersville.
The soil is adapted to raising grain and
hay and for general farming purposes.
The buildings are a good large barn, with
two sheds attached, and a comfortable
dwelling house. There is a wind mill on
the premises with good and sufficient
water. This farm is for sale at a sum not
less than $6,000. The payments are: one-
third of purchase price cash down, the
balance on time.
Further information may be procured
from the committee.
K. Bchaddklee, Holland,
Geo. Latham, Allendale,
Geo. F. Porter, Chewier,
Cmmittee.
Holland, Mich., May 15, 1884. 15-6w
The only reed instrument made having
the patent Qualifying tubes,
nearest approach in tone
pipe organ.
>es, giving
to;that of
the
the
White Sewing Machine T
The Best in the World!
Every Machine warranted for five years.
OHAB. DUPONT
KOIiXiANID, MICH.
Hou.
breeder of thoroughbred
A full line of sewing machine merchan
dlse constantly on hand.
Please call, examine i
and terms before
'
SCROFULA
and all scrofulous diseases, Sores, Erysipe-
las, Eczema, Blotches, Ringworm, Tu-
mors, Carbuncles, Boils, and Eruptions
of the Skin, are the direct result of aa
impure state of the blood.
To cure these diseases the blood must be
purified, and restored to a healthy and na-
tural condition. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla has
for over forty years been recognized by emi-
nent medical authorities as the most pow-
erful blood purifier In existence. It frees
the system from all foul humors, enriches
and strengthens the blood, removes all traces
of mercurial treatment, and proves itself a
complete master of all scrofulous diseases.
A Recent Cure of Scrofaloua Sore*.
“Some months ago I was troubled with
scrofulous sores (ulcers) on my legs. The
limbs were badly swollen and inflamed, and
the sores discharged large quantities of
offensive matter. Every remedy 1 tried
failed, until I used Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.
of which 1 have now taken three bottles,
with the result that the seres are healed,
and my general health greatly Improved.
1 feel very grateful for the good your
medicine has done me.
Yours respectfully, Mrs Ann O'Brian."
Us Sullivan St., New York, June 24, 18*2.
PS*" All persons Interested are Invited
to call on Mrs. O’lirian; also upon the
Rev. Z. P. Wilds of 78 East 64th Street,
New York City, who will take pleasure
In testifying to the wonderful efficacy of
Ay« r’s Sarsaparilla, not only in the cure
or this lady, but In his own case and
many others within his knowledge.
The well-known Kriter on the Boston Herald,
B. AV. Ball, of Bochester, X.H., writes, June
7, 188B:
“ Having suffered severely for some years
with Eczema, and having failed to find relief
from other remedies. 1 have made use. during
the past three mouths, of Ayer’s Sarsapa-VSiXT il 1 i'l'-'iitli. vse a*
Kll.LA, which has effected a complete cure.
1 consider it a magnificent remedy for all
blood diseases."
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
stimulates and regulates the action of the
digestive and assimilative organs, renews
and strengthens the vital forces, and speedily
cures Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Rheuma-
tic Gout, Catarrh, General Debility, and
ail diseases arising from an impoverished or
corrupted condition of the blood, and u ,\cftk-
ened vitality.
It is Incomparably the cheapest blood medi-
cine, on account of Its concentrated strength,
and great power over disease.
PREPARED DV
Dr. J.C.Ayer&Co., Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all Drngglsts; price 91, six bottles
lor 95.
AGENTS
wanted for The Lives of all the
Presidents of the U. S. The
largest, handsomest best book
ever sold for less than twice onr
price. The fastest selling book In America. Im-
mense profits to agents. All Intelligent people
want It. Any one can become a successful agent.
Terms free. Hallst Book Co., Portland, Maine.
r/
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In all those
• TONIC,diseases reouirioff a certain and efflclen
with* Immediate i — --r- ...... . ...... , —
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies Brain Power.
from all complaints
riuflndln
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wm.
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